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A

The evaluation was guided by a set

of questions that were identified

through vocational education

representatives and industry. A stakeholder

enquiry group was also established to

provide a sounding board for the issues

that the research revealed and to review

its findings.

The bulk of the report – Part one – consists 

of the evaluation findings, and has been

prepared by the consultant, Kim Windsor, 

on the basis of document review, and

interviews and discussions with project

participants and NSW DET staff. 

(The methodology is described at

Appendix B.) Larraine Larri also undertook

initial research on the evaluation

framework. Part two of the report has

been prepared by NSW DET and provides

an overview of the projects as at March

2006. This section provides readers with

the background information necessary to

fully understand the evaluation research

findings; readers who are unfamiliar with

the project may wish to consult this first.

Keith Sutton’s editorial comments on both

parts of the report were appreciated.

The report constitutes a formative, or

developmental, evaluation of the national

project, designed to assist in consolidating

and strengthening the skill ecosystem

approach in the future. It does not

contain individual project evaluations, 

but is an analysis of collective project

experiences to identify the benefits of 

the skill ecosystem approach and how 

to overcome design and implementation

challenges that first phase 

projects experienced. 

NSW DET would like to thank enquiry

group members (listed at Appendix C),

skill ecosystem project participants and

other stakeholders for their generous

contributions to the evaluation. We

would also like to recognise the work 

of consultant Kim Windsor in producing a

highly useful account of the opportunities

provided by the skill ecosystem approach

as it has been trialled to date, and areas

where design and implementation can be

strengthened. We intend to refine and

develop the skill ecosystem framework

further, and hope that our colleagues 

in other State and Territory training 

authorities, VET practitioners and 

industry representatives will also take 

up this challenge.

We would like to acknowledge the

Australian Government Department of

Education, Science and Training (before

that the Australian National Training

Authority) and the NSW Board of

Vocational Education and Training which,

in funding the Skill Ecosystem national

project, have provided critical support 

for innovative approaches to skill

development in Australia.

Leslie Loble 
Deputy Director-General, 
Strategic Planning and Regulation

NSW Department of Education 
and Training.

This report describes the Skill Ecosystem national project and identifies some lessons
gained from it so far. It provides an interim evaluation, as five of the nine demonstration
projects within the national project were still in progress at the time of the research (see
Appendix A for project details and timeframes). As such, the scale of this phase 
of evaluative research was relatively modest, comprising some six weeks work in total.
Further evaluation of current and future skill ecosystem projects is planned.

Foreword
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AIDN – NT Australian Defence Industry Network – Northern Territory

ANTA Australian National Training Authority

CSHISC Community Services and Health Industry Skills Council

CRC Cooperative Research Centre

DBERD Department of Business, Economic and Regional Development (NT)

DEST Australian Government Department of Education, Science and Training

DET Department of Education and Training (NSW)

HR Human resources

ICE International Centre of Excellence

ICVET International Centre for Vocational Education and Training (NSW DET)

IR Industrial relations

KPI Key performance indicator

LEAD Logistics and Export Assured Delivery (demonstration project)

OPCET Office of Post-Compulsory Education and Training (Tasmania)

QCSHITC Queensland Community Services and Health Industry Training Council

RTO Registered training organisation

TAFE Technical and further education

UWI United Water International

VET Vocational education and training

WIN Water Innovation Network (demonstration project)
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AAThe experience of 
the Skill Ecosystem 
demonstration projects

4

Executive summary

Skill ecosystem is an emerging

concept that offers new insights 

into the challenges of responding 

to skill shortages and aligning skill supply

and skill demand. The skill ecosystem

demonstration projects managed by the

NSW Department of Education and

Training (NSW DET) between 2003 and

2006 supported diverse approaches 

to defining and developing these

interventions. Their exploratory work

forms a basis on which to draw some

initial conclusions about how to 

move forward.

The evaluation involved reflection on the

experience of the projects at an interim

stage of their development; several were

not yet complete when the research was

conducted. The skill ecosystem concept

was itself new and abstract, which

created challenges for the projects and 

for NSW DET as the project manager. 

At the time when they were initially

funded, many project teams had

questions about what ‘doing skill

ecosystem work’ meant. Nevertheless, 

the work of all project participants in

grappling with these questions, and

answering them in a diversity of ways,

provided valuable insights into how the

skill ecosystem concept can be further

developed and applied. In other words,

the projects operated successfully as

demonstration or pilot projects –

exploring the opportunities, pitfalls 

and potential of a new approach, 

without always achieving the type of

outcomes that might be expected in a

mature program.

The evaluation report argues the case for

more clearly defining desirable features 

of skill ecosystems. It asks what type 

of ecosystem work should attract public

funding and support? The ecosystem

approach, unlike traditional training

delivery, grapples with the relationship

between business performance and

specific skills, knowledge and ways 

of working. It aims to promote skill

development at the same time as

ensuring that those skills are effectively

nurtured at the workplace. In many

projects, these complex aims were 

partly or fully achieved. The evaluation,

reflecting on this practice, argues that in

the future any publicly funded program

should continue to pursue business and

training-oriented strategies, and should

also require that such strategies are

designed to benefit the vocational

education and training system as 

a whole.

The evaluation research also uncovered

some of the influences and conditions

that are most likely to promote these

desirable skill ecosystems (those that

optimise the acquisition and application

of skill) and the program and policy levers

that can support them. The key points

below summarise the main findings and

observations that arise from the

evaluation research; their basis and the

supporting arguments can be found in

the text.



12. The decision on whether to fund 

a skill ecosystem project at all phases

should be made on the basis of a checklist

that examines whether the project would:
n address both demand-side and 

supply-side issues

n contribute to building a more

relevant and effective VET system 

and policy frameworks

n demonstrate an appropriate composition

and breadth of stakeholder engagement

n stimulate skill ecosystem participants 

to go beyond current practice

n demonstrate they have considered 

and have the capacity to plan  

for sustainability. P30

13. Skill ecosystem projects are ambitious

and aim to achieve long-term structural

change. Project funding timeframes 

should provide support over a three-to-five 

year period. P30

14. Projects have focused heavily on

research, often at the expense of achieving

the project goals for implementing and

trialling strategies.

The project manager needs to keep the 

focus on implementation, even if this

takes stakeholders outside their comfort

zones and/or skill sets. P31

15. External experts can provide input to

stimulate ecosystem stakeholders, but

implementation relies on the actions of 

the stakeholders themselves. Projects need

to consider this when they design and

fund the implementation stage. P32

16. There is an ongoing role for project

monitoring and evaluation that 

provides for an arm’s length review of 

individual projects. P32

17. Projects should be encouraged to

adhere to the guidelines on reporting

requirements. The focus should be on

action rather than written outcomes. P32

18. Final project reports should specifically

describe how they address the question 

of sustainability, what level of agreement

was achieved to continue aspects of 

the initiatives developed by the project, 

and the barriers encountered to longer-

term change. P35

19. The capacity to develop and support 

the ecosystem projects would be

substantially improved by establishing a

small national expert panel that could

bring together a depth of experience from

across the key stakeholder areas. P37
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1. Project participants agreed that a 

more detailed definition of the program

objectives would be useful for 

future projects. P10

2. The framework in table 1 (page 12) 

can be used:
n to develop a more detailed definition 

of skill ecosystem program objectives 

(see key point 1)

n by current and potential ecosystems 

to assess whether the skill ecosystem

program can assist them to address

shared issues

n as an evaluation tool as

projects progress. P14

3. Projects are more likely to address both

supply and demand-side issues when:
n they have a breadth of stakeholder

engagement with the capacity to

engage with a range of skill formation

and industry development strategies 

n the issue or problem being addressed 

is a priority for all stakeholders

n the organisations and individuals

responsible for initiating and managing

the project have credibility within the

industry sector. P16

4. Establishing industry networks is 

time consuming. One way to fast-track

projects would be to target funding 

to projects that emerge from existing

networks that have already established 

consultative mechanisms. P19

5. A focus on more mature ecosystems

should not preclude new ecosystems

emerging. Less developed networks might

partner with other programs, including

federal and state programs targeting

regional partnerships and industry

development, to lay the groundwork for 

a skill ecosystem to emerge. Options for

leveraged and complementary funding

sources should be part of a wider

investigation of a sustainable funding

model for the future. P19

6. The question of how best to structure

and focus a skill ecosystem, and the

related issues of vocational education and

training funding models that can support

their sustainability, are outside the scope

of this report but are recommended as

areas requiring further research. P19

7. Ecosystem participants should be

required to identify potential conflicts 

of interest and consider strategies to

manage these situations. P23

8. The flowchart on page 25 draws on the

observations and experiences of the pilot

projects, and is designed to clearly define

and fast-track project development and 

to ensure that the fundamentals are 

in place to allow projects to proceed 

to implementation. P23

9. It is proposed that the current milestone-

based funding model be continued and

rigorously applied with the establishment

phase outcomes clearly spelled out. Further

funding for subsequent stages would be

conditional on appropriate outcomes

emerging from the preceding stages. P23

10. The first (investigative) stage of a

project should aim as a minimum to

establish that:
n the stakeholders are committed 

to work together on the 

problem identified

n any boundaries or conditions of

engagement are made explicit

n stakeholders are prepared to explore 

both VET and non-VET solutions. P26

11. The national project managers should

brief the stakeholders at the conclusion 

of the first (investigative) stage of their

project on the ecosystem program and its

relation to their project. This information

will assist them to evaluate whether to

proceed to the next stage. P26

6

Key points
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1.1 Introduction

Since 2003 the project has received

national funding for a suite of individual

‘demonstration’ or pilot projects, as 

well as for a communication and

dissemination strategy. 

At the time when the evaluation was

undertaken (November 2005 – February

2006) a total of nine demonstration

projects had been funded (one by NSW

BVET); four of these were complete. The

projects are described in part B of this

report, and additional details can be found

at the dedicated project website

www.skillecosystem.net.

In a short time, the projects have  achieved

some remarkable outcomes and offer 

a wealth of experience as the basis 

for refining and developing the

understanding and application of 

the skill ecosystem concept. 

This section draws on the experiences 

of the demonstration projects to

consolidate and strengthen the program,

and promote robust and sustainable

outcomes. The focus is on understanding

the challenges and difficulties faced by the

projects and exploring solutions. 

1.2 Interpreting 
‘skill ecosystems’

The starting point for the discussion is

with the concept itself. The concept 

of ‘skill ecosystem’ was first used by

researchers to explain the growth of the

high information technology skill cluster 

in Silicon Valley, California. It refers to self-

reinforcing clusters of workforce skills and

knowledge in an industry or a region. 

The NSW DET national project uses the

following definition of a skill ecosystem 

in public communication:

‘Skill ecosystems are concentrations of

workforce skills and knowledge in an

industry or a region.’

Each of the pilot projects worked to

develop its own understanding of what

this means and the relevance for their

project stakeholders. These understandings

differ, but have certain features in common:

n an emphasis on the connections

between different aspects of skills

development and the industry and

workplace context in which skills are

applied. This provides the potential for

designing skill interventions that are

more relevant and effective than

conventional VET approaches. For some

projects, this was limited to improving

visibility and interaction between

ecosystem participants such as VET and

related industry and research facilities.

As noted above, other projects took 

a step further, to position training

interventions alongside interventions 

in employment relationships, the design

and organisation of work, and the

introduction of technology.

n the idea that many stakeholders 

are involved in industry and skills

development, and need to be included

in a sustainable skills formation strategy

n the importance of mutual dependence,

where the contribution of different

stakeholders is recognised and respected

n an interest in establishing skills formation

initiatives that are sustainable in the

medium term (post-funding); in other

words, systemic rather than one-off

changes. While there was a fair degree

of agreement about some common

features of skill ecosystems, there are

also diverse views about the meaning

and value of the concept. Some of the

early projects in particular indicated that

they were attracted by the prospect 

of funding rather than by a strong

understanding of or commitment to 

the ecosystem concept. As one project

leader commented, ‘we really made it

up as we went along’.

A common observation by project

participants was that the term ‘skill

ecosystem’ was abstract, jargonistic and

off-putting. The following comments from

project leaders and participants are typical

8

of comments made during the 

stakeholder consultations: 

‘The problem with the name is that it

places the emphasis on skill over other

elements of the ecosystem. Skills are only

one aspect of the wider ecosystem so the

name gives a false impression.’

‘Most people in the group don’t

understand the concept – it’s really 

not a priority for industry.’

‘It’s more of an academic idea – it makes 

it very difficult to sell.’

While the language of skill ecosystems

presented problems, the concepts were

more easily applied. Project participants

explained how they presented and sold

the concept to stakeholders:

‘I talk about matching skills with skill needs.

An ecosystem is a resource library – 

it’s about knowing where to find what 

you need.’

‘We focused on selling the benefits of

getting VET as an active partner in the

research and innovation agenda.’

Some suggestions by project stakeholders
regarding the term included:

n drop the ‘skill’ word as it privileges

training over other interventions;

alternatives suggested are: ‘workforce

ecosystem’, ‘workforce development

ecosystem’ or simply ‘ecosystem’ or

‘network’ (project leaders)

1.0 The concept and 
the approach

The Skill Ecosystem national project is a national VET innovation project that was initiated
and is managed by the NSW Department of Education and Training (NSW DET). The project
seeks to develop and trial a model of skill formation that is guided by the workplace
context and which addresses the many factors involved in people using and developing
their skills at work.
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n use ‘industry skill cluster’ so as to build

on a concept relevant to industry (ICVET,

NSW TAFE).

Others argued that, however fraught, 

the ‘skill ecosystem’ label is developing

currency and should not be abandoned.

As one contributor commented:

‘At the beginning I was critical of the use

of the skill ecosystem label but agree that

it is gaining currency now and should 

be retained.’

While the term may not yet be in common

usage, it is now regularly used in VET

research and innovation projects, and even

in specialist media reports.

1.3 Applying the skill 
ecosystem concept

Differences in approach and interpretation

of the skill ecosystem concept were

reflected in the diversity of project design.

Notwithstanding significant variation,

there were several common steps 

and experiences.

All projects aimed to increase

communication and interaction between

ecosystem stakeholders. This was often a

major challenge. Success largely depended

on the credibility of the organisations and

the people who vigorously supported 

the projects, and the degree to which

stakeholders shared the central concerns 

or issues being addressed.

Some participants reflected on the

prerequisite conditions for 

effective engagement:

‘These projects are strongly based on

personal relationships. If you know the

people, you will go the extra mile. If they

[the ecosystem networks] get too big, 

they won’t work.’

‘It’s about building a community 

of common interest.’

The ecosystems had different starting

points. A number of pilot projects were

spin-offs from existing networks or

projects. In some cases, project teams

were already committed to developing

responses consistent with an ecosystem

approach. Funding provided the stimulus

and resources to advance from in-principle

commitment to practical application. In

other cases, there was not such a close 

fit between the purpose of the existing

network and the skill ecosystem concept.

In these cases, there was a risk that pre-

existing initiatives would overwhelm the

ecosystem project objectives. This

highlights the potential advantages 

and risks associated with leveraging.

Next to developing networks, research

tended to be a key focus for many projects.

In some cases this was at the expense of

action on implementing solutions.

All projects struggled to trial solutions

within the project timeframe. Some

projects were extended to allow 

the opportunity to implement 

proposed solutions.

1.4 Towards a clearer definition 
of skill ecosystems

The working definition of skill ecosystems

(see page 9) is extremely broad. The

breadth of interpretations of what this

means is reflected in diverse project 

design and outcomes. While this diversity

provides a rich vein of experience to draw

on, it limits the opportunities to refine 

a model and draw lessons from 

the experience.

There are many versions of skill ecosystems

already in existence. The important

questions are: What does a desirable

ecosystem look like? Which ones and

what outcomes should attract public

funding? To answer these questions, 

it is necessary to look in more detail at 

the different features that make up a 

skill ecosystem. 

Although ecosystems in and of themselves

do not advance business performance or

promote job design that takes advantage

of available skills, they take the significant

step of explicitly recognising the context 

in which skills do or don’t make a

difference. They specifically grapple with

the relationship between individual

capacity and business performance. 

10

Key point 1
Project participants agreed that 
a more detailed definition of the
program objectives would be useful
for future projects.

They aim to achieve a closer alignment

between the demand for and supply 

of labour. ‘Desirable’ ecosystems take a

further step. They aim to promote skills

development at the same time as ensuring

that these skills are effectively nurtured

and applied in the workplace.

This section draws on the interpretations

developed by the pilot projects to identify

some of the key features and indicators of

a desirable skill ecosystem. They relate to:

n business strategy 
n business performance
n work organisation and job design
n employee relations
n workforce capacity
n training interventions
n interrelationships between firms and

organisations in the ecosystem 
n policy frameworks and settings.

The first two factors are typically captured

by industry and/or business measures 

such as key performance indicators (KPIs). 

The next three factors describe workforce

issues shaped by approaches to managing

ecosystem labour markets and 

workforce capacity.

The last three factors describe the

interaction of the ecosystem with wider

support systems (including the training

system) and policy environments that can

facilitate achievement of the ecosystem

objectives. See table 1 (page 12) 

for details.
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Aspects Aims Example indicators

Workforce capacity There is a closer alignment between n Stakeholders take ownership of their 

people’s skills and knowledge and workforce development needs and have 

job requirements. the capacity to manage them
n Opportunities for workforce development

are actively supported and promoted
n Skills development requirements are clearly

defined to support the achievement of 

business objectives.

Training interventions The level and type of training, and modes n Skills development and application  

of delivery, are relevant to the needs are integral to business outcomes and 

of industry. the workplace culture, and are supported  

by employer policy and practice
n Gaps in VET capacity are identified to

support enhancement of the VET system 

(beyond that of individual providers 

or groups). 

Interrelationships between Strengthened or expanded n Clearly defined mutual interests and

firms and organisations relationships and linkages between respect characterise relationships

ecosystem stakeholders. between stakeholders
n Stakeholders within a supply chain 

communicate openly and support the 

viability and integrity of chain performance.

Policy frameworks and settings Ecosystem stakeholders access policy forums n Industry and government policy developers

to support policy development geared to are consulted about ecosystem issues 

sustaining and growing ecosystems. where relevant
n Issues raised by ecosystem experience are

addressed at the appropriate policy level to 

facilitate ecosystem development and growth
n Stakeholders build their capacity to identify 

and engage with policy development to 

strengthen the sustainability of the ecosystem.

Table 1 Desirable features of a skill ecosystem

The table describes some of the key features or aspects of skill ecosystems. The indicators are illustrative and do not attempt to capture

all possible responses. 

Aspects Aims Example indicators

Product specifications, Innovation and expansion of products, n Business strategy supports capacity

business strategy services and/or markets. to improve contribution to the

economy or to increase employment. 

Business performance Improvements in business outcomes: n Improvements across business 

productivity, product or service range n Customer satisfaction measures.

and/or quality.

Work organisation Improved application of skills through n Review of job roles and scope clarifies job

and job design job design and technology selection. boundaries and responsibilities to support

Stimulation and support for skills improved performance

development are integral to the way n Job design allows opportunities for informal

work is organised. and formal learning, and for the integration

of theory and practice. 

Employee relations Alignment of HR and IR practices to n Reward and recognition arrangements

support and reinforce skill-centred reinforce the application and development

job design. For example, policies on: of skill in work roles
– recruitment and selection n Changes in employment arrangements
– form of employment provide increased job security and
– contract arrangements attachment, and reduce the risk of  
– reward and recognition skills ‘poaching’
– classification structures and career paths n Workplace practices are inclusive and
– training support engagement and innovation.  

Future skill and knowledge requirements

are identified and actively managed.

Positive outcomes for individual learners,

and for industries, businesses and supply

chains.



2.1 Addressing both demand-
side and supply-side issues

Public debate and policy responses on 

skill shortages focus attention on issues 

of labour supply – citing shortages in

particular types of skills or in the

geographic distribution of available 

skills. The other equally important factor

influencing the alignment of jobs and

people is the ability and preparedness 

of business to effectively use the skills

available. In the absence of interventions

that address both facets of the problem,

the resources poured into training

interventions can be wasted.

It is easy to explain this failure in terms of

shortcomings of a training system out of

step with business needs. The challenge 

of building a VET system that is more

responsive to the needs of industry has

dominated VET policy for the last decade

or more, and has been the subject of

numerous reports and reviews. This may

well have resulted in an overcorrection 

by government policymakers and VET

providers. The training system is now

characterised by a bewildering array of

projects to engage industry. There is a 

risk of ‘industry-responsive’ becoming

narrowly interpreted as responding to 

the commercial interests of industries or

even specific employers. Responsibility 

to address the question of broader public

benefit, such as enhancing and improving

wider VET capacity and policy frameworks

or providing more rewarding and satisfying

work, can end up taking a very distant

second place.

Skill ecosystems take a different approach

to responding to the challenge of aligning

skill supply with skill demand. They require

industry stakeholders to accept

responsibility not simply for identifying and

publicising perceived skill gaps but for

actively managing the development of

workforce capacity to minimise the risk 

of gaps arising. A single focus on either

training or business strategy cannot deliver

this outcome. A fundamental expectation

of skill ecosystem projects is that they

address both the demand and supply sides

of the equation. 

The experience of the pilot projects can be

categorised under three broad headings:

n projects that found it difficult to move

beyond supply-side or more traditional

VET design and delivery strategies 

n projects that became captive to industry

development agendas and failed to

actively consider how workforce 

capacity could facilitate achievement 

of these agendas

n projects that worked with both 

skills demand and supply issues to 

generate solutions. 

Examples of projects that fall into the 

first category include Swinburne and

Constructed Wetlands, which both

concentrated on strengthening

relationships between VET and other

stakeholders including Cooperative

Research Centres (CRCs) to better position

VET to respond to emerging needs. 

In most cases, projects made reference to

non-training-related issues but failed to 

go further to explore or address them. 

Projects were more likely to focus on

supply-side-only responses where they

were initiated and/or managed by VET

experts such as individual RTOs. In part

this reflects the areas of expertise and

familiarity of the key players. Even when

these projects identified non-VET issues,

they were often noted but left unexplored.

Failure to follow up is likely to reflect lack

of confidence, experience and skill in these

areas. As one project manager noted,

failure to address issues outside of the

more traditional areas of VET can also be 

a consequence of unrealistic timelines and

can reflect the challenges of effective

engagement of industry stakeholders.

At the other end of the spectrum, 

one project was unable to move beyond 

a focus on business improvement

opportunities related to achieving industry

accreditation. While the project plan

sought to use this as a basis to better
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There is nothing preordained about the

way these ecosystem features develop and

interact. The outcomes of ecosystems for

businesses, people and the wider economy

are the sum of a series of conscious 

and unconscious choices. The ecosystem 

pilot projects provide an opportunity to

consider how we can make better choices

that are reflected in sustainable business

performance and quality, satisfying work

for the people employed by them.

While existing project participants

generally endorsed the need for a more

detailed definition of the skill ecosystem

concept, some participants were more

ambivalent about this development. 

A few project leaders expressed frustration

at being part of an evolving concept.

What some regarded as part of continuous

improvement, others saw as the central

funding agency imposing expectations

driven by ‘ideology’ rather than ‘industry’. 

Publicly funded skill ecosystems need to

do more than serve the objectives or

interests of a self-nominated stakeholder

group. Taking this approach would

certainly allow ecosystems to thrive. But it

would not necessarily contribute to better

understanding the factors that build

industry and workplace environments

characterised by learning, or to building

more productive businesses providing skill-

intensive jobs. There is no doubt that, in

this sense, public skill ecosystem work

should be underpinned by explicit 

policy objectives. 

It is not suggested that all projects should

exhibit all desirable features, but that they

should address a fair spread. 
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2.0 Proposed 
criteria for funded 
ecosystem projects
The following discussion proposes some criteria to guide future skill ecosystem funding
decisions. It attempts to define the features of skill ecosystems that differentiate these
initiatives from other training or industry-related interventions.

Key point 2
The framework in table 1 (page 12)
can be used:

n to develop a more detailed
definition of skill ecosystem
program objectives  

n by current and potential
ecosystems to assess whether 
the skill ecosystem program 
can assist them to address 
shared issues

n as an evaluation tool as 
projects progress.



The training system is one example of a

related system that needs to learn from

and respond to the experiences of skill

ecosystems. It is helpful to consider the

types of training interventions that skill

ecosystems are likely to address. Although

the nature of the training intervention will

be specific to the needs of the ecosystem,

there are some common issues that the

pilot projects encountered which underline

the responsibility of projects to contribute

to wider system capacity building.

Project skill needs and national
competency standards

Where a project identifies training needs,

these should be linked to the relevant

competency standards. For example the

mental health project developed the Walk

a Mile in My Shoes (workplace exchange)

initiative but also linked this to the

relevant industry competency standards. 

If there is a gap in the coverage of existing

competency standards, this should be

raised with the relevant Industry Skills

Council. Most projects made this

connection, although some remained

confused about the difference between

competency standards and 

delivery options.

Innovations in training design 
and delivery

Training interventions often involve

customising training and assessment 

to meet specific client needs. This is

absolutely appropriate. For example, the

LEAD project is using the pilot to develop

training materials and delivery strategies

relevant to client requirements. Where

training resources are developed with

public support, it is worth considering the

basis on which resources and strategies

will be made available to the wider 

VET community.

Responding to skills development
needs that are not addressed by
accredited training

Competency standards are only part of 

a total skills development solution. They

offer a one-off assessment of a given skill

area. As such, they are not well placed to

address certain types of skill needs such 

as the maintenance of competence in a

given field. For example, a person already

competent in the use of water technology

systems may need to update their

knowledge of new types of water

technologies. They may already be

competent in the relevant units, but 

would not necessarily have covered the

current version of the technology. In

theory, competence in the use of water

technologies should provide transferable

skills sufficient to understand and use

newly emerging technologies. It may not

be appropriate to develop a new unit of

competency, but it may well be necessary

to provide information and training about

new developments.

The experience of the ecosystem projects

in working with different facets of skills

development should feed into broader

debates about the design of the 

overall training system. In this example,

maintenance of competence may not 

be addressed by multiple units of

competency, but this raises questions:

What other mechanisms could be

developed to track and share information

about emerging skill needs and training

resources? Given that accredited training 

is only one approach to skill formation,

what role does and should non-accredited

training play? How can we better

understand and reinforce this as a

component of the national training effort?

Extending access to formally
recognised training

A number of projects are looking not only

at defining and addressing specific skill

needs, but also expanding access to

recognised qualifications. This was 

often associated with a change in 

work arrangements that made existing

qualifications more relevant to the work

environment. The racing project made

trackwork rider qualifications more

attractive by concurrently developing a
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target skill development, this part of the

project was not realised. In part this

reflected the priorities and interests of 

the stakeholders.  

Other projects more directly engaged with

both the demand and supply-side features

of the skill ecosystem. They focused 

on the capacity of business to create

workplace environments that made use

of available skills and were conducive to

ongoing learning and development, and

on ensuring the availability of training

interventions to support their goals. 

Among the projects that demonstrated

this dual focus included the NSW racing

project. That project explored the scope 

to redesign contractual arrangements for

trackwork riders to address the related

issues of a shortage of skilled workers 

and increased job security for riders. The

mental health project in NSW is looking at

trialling integrated care for the treatment

of dual diagnoses, and building an

integrated model of health service delivery

that is more responsive to the needs of

service users. The health and aged care

project in Queensland has a focus on job

design and training availability to improve

service delivery through the health service

supply chain. The Tasmanian forest

industry product care project will explore

the changes to industry culture needed to

support improved product care.

Once stakeholders analyse their issue or

problem, they may not identify a role for

training in building a solution. The point 

of this criterion is not to insist that training

is a required component of all project

responses, but rather that the role of skill

development interventions must be

considered as part of a total response to

managing the alignment of skill demand

and skill supply.

2.2 Contribute to building a
more relevant and effective
system and policy framework
to support skill ecosystems

Skill ecosystems are not discrete entities.

They overlap with other ecosystems and

interact with and are shaped by wider

systems and policies. Publicly funded skill

ecosystem projects need to go beyond

addressing a specific problem for a set of

stakeholders. Projects need to demonstrate

an awareness and capacity to engage with

the wider context in which these projects

exist. This section considers some of the

ways that projects do or could contribute

to this wider environment. This is critical 

in building an environment that is capable 

of supporting skill ecosystems in the 

longer term.
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Key point 3
Projects are more likely to address
both supply and demand-side issues
when:

n they have a breadth of
stakeholder engagement with the
capacity to engage with a range
of skill formation and industry
development strategies 

n the issue or problem being
addressed is a priority for all
stakeholders

n the organisations and individuals
responsible for initiating and
managing the project have
credibility within the industry
sector.



All projects recognised the importance of

effective engagement as critical to the

success of a project. Some were more

successful than others in achieving it.

There is no simple formula for success in

getting the right stakeholders to the table.

The following factors were identified by

project participants as playing an

important part:

n Projects need to involve stakeholders

with a breadth of experience.

Ecosystems by definition are based 

on the assertion that skill alignment and

development require a multidisciplinary

approach. At a minimum, this means

involvement of people with capacity 

to engage with industry and business

development, workforce capacity

building strategies and training

interventions. Projects need to engage

those who shape jobs and learning, as

well as those representing the interests

of those who learn and work in these

environments. Projects also emphasised

the benefits of engaging policymakers 

in the areas of industry and regional

development, industrial relations, and

education and training.

n Participants must have mutual respect,

credibility and passion. Project

participants emphasised the importance

of building relationships based on

mutual recognition and respect. This 

is what underpins the operation of any

effective ecosystem. Recurring themes

were the need to engage people with 

a high profile, capable of influencing

policy development (from both industry

and VET perspectives), as well as people

with hands-on operational expertise.

Another theme was commitment and

passion for the project. Most ecosystem

interventions challenge existing

arrangements and organisational

culture. This is rarely an easy or

comfortable process, and relies on the

drive and commitment of passionate

individuals to see it through. While 

this is a vital ingredient, it also presents 

a challenge to maintain the balance

between the passion of project drivers

and the need to prevent one interest 

or position from dominating the project.

n The project must be relevant. This means

all stakeholders need to have a shared

interest in the outcomes of the project.

As put by one project participant: ‘It

needs to meet their self-interest.’

n Where the buy-in of key stakeholders

was only tacit or partial, the project

outcomes could be compromised. 

The Constructed Wetlands project is one

example. The project was initiated by

TAFE and set out to apply a cost-benefit
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model to change the basis of trackwork

rider employment from a casual to a more

secure position. The mental health project

regarded the availability of recognised

qualifications as a major advantage in

attracting people to participate in training

which supports project initiatives. An

outcome of the health and aged care

project in Queensland is that VET providers

will expand the range of courses on offer

to address the needs of this ecosystem. 

Projects also need to consider strategies to

provide information and support to wider

stakeholder networks. For example, the

health and aged care project in

Queensland is being undertaken with a

large (single) employer. This project has

engaged around twenty other service

providers so that the lessons generated

from this project can be shared across the

industry. This is one mechanism to ensure

the project goes beyond responding to the

issues experienced by a particular business.

In Queensland the State government is

supporting skill ecosystem projects under

its Skill Formation Strategies program (see

the Queensland Government 2006 White

Paper, SmartVET - skilling for the smart
state at http://www.trainandemploy.qld.

gov.au/smartvet/index.html). This program

specifically facilitates ecosystems to

interact with policy forums and has a staff

member responsible for acting as the ‘link

point’ for projects. A two-way process 

takes place: projects build the capacity of

ecosystem stakeholders to understand and

influence policy frameworks, and at the

same time, policy developers come to

value the experience of ecosystem projects

to contribute to more robust and

responsive policy formation.

2.3 Composition and breadth
of stakeholder engagement

The pilot projects presented a range of

approaches to the focus and structure of

the ecosystem. The categories below are

not mutually exclusive, but describe the

predominant focus of the projects. 

Industry-level projects. Examples include

NSW racing, defence support (NT), forestry

(Tasmania) and water (SA). The aged care

project in Queensland could also be

considered in this category. This project is

being undertaken by a single employer;

however, given the size of this business

and engagement of a wider service

provider group, it could be seen as

providing an industry-level response.

Regional/industry projects. The mental

health project (NSW Central Coast)

emphasised the importance of geography

in engaging the relevant stakeholders from

their industry.

Supply chain projects. While supply

chains were a feature of a number of

projects, it focused most strongly in the

LEAD project.

Problem-focused projects. While all

projects start by identifying a problem,

some tend to define the stakeholders

required to investigate and respond to 

the specific problem. An example of this

approach is the Constructed Wetlands

(NSW) project.

The composition and focus of the

ecosystem are significant for two reasons.

Projects’ capacity to engage

First, they will influence the capacity and

extent to which projects engage with

supply and demand issues and address the

other ‘desirable features’ identified earlier,

and to sustain the ecosystem over time.

The interest of government in supporting

ecosystems is to concurrently address

business development and performance

improvement objectives at the same time

as providing more secure, satisfying and

rewarding jobs. From a VET perspective,

the concern is to design integrated,

responsive training interventions that

respond to industry development needs

and meet the needs and interests of

learners. To do this, project teams and

wider ecosystem stakeholders need to

include people from diverse backgrounds

with the capacity to engage with industry

and business development, tackle

workforce development strategies

(including training) and represent the

interests of employees engaged in learning

and working in jobs within the ecosystem.

Key point 4
Establishing industry networks is
time-consuming. One way to fast-
track projects would be to target
funding to projects that emerge
from existing networks that have
already established 
consultative mechanisms.

Key point 5
A focus on more mature ecosystems
should not preclude new
ecosystems emerging. Less
developed networks might partner
with other programs, including
federal and state programs
targeting regional partnerships and
industry development, to lay the
groundwork for a skill ecosystem 
to emerge. Options for leveraged
and complementary funding sources
should be part of a wider
investigation of a sustainable
funding model for the future.

Key point 6
The question of how best to
structure and focus a skill
ecosystem, and the related issues 
of vocational education and
training funding models that can
support their sustainability, are
outside the scope of this report but
are recommended as areas
requiring further research.



analysis to encourage the uptake of new

wetlands technology. It was not until the

project was well underway that TAFE

found that this was an inappropriate

focus, and that the relevant CRC was 

at the end of its period of operation.

Sustainability of the ecosystem

The second reason for concentrating on

the composition and structure of the

ecosystem stakeholders is that these

features have direct implications for the

sustainability of the ecosystem in the

longer term. 

For example, an ecosystem formed to

address a specific issue or problem may

not have sufficient capacity or motivation

to use this as a stepping stone towards

taking greater responsibility for workforce

capacity management across the

ecosystem. This is significant if one of 

the key objectives of the strategy is 

to generate ownership and capacity of

industry stakeholders not only to respond

to the immediate skills agenda but to take

an active role in managing workforce

capacity development in the longer term.

The Queensland Department of

Employment and Training is investigating

the possibility of using the skill ecosystem

framework (through mechanisms such as

centres of excellence for key industries) 

to allocate public training funds. 

This approach assumes formation of

ecosystems at an industry or at least sector

level. There are other possibilities for

linking regional development funds to

ecosystem development. 

2.4 Stimulating skill ecosystem
participants to go beyond 
current practice

Rather than subsidising existing agendas

or work programs, funding should

stimulate stakeholders to explore options

and approaches they may otherwise not

try. While desirable, this criterion can be

difficult to define. Projects will necessarily

overlap with the existing interests of

stakeholders. So how is it possible to

determine whether a project would occur

anyway and therefore arguably shouldn’t

attract funding, or whether provision of

funding would allow an initiative to occur

in a different way that furthers the

understanding of the ecosystem model?

The following examples may help 

to illuminate this challenge.

n The LEAD project is looking at the role

skills can play in improving the reliability 

of the cold chain for exported food

products. This is linked to efforts to gain

accreditation of the logistics chain. These

two aspects are interlinked, although

industry stakeholders may elect to gain

accreditation independent of the

ecosystem project. The provision of

ecosystem funding allows the project 

to specifically explore the role of skills

development in strengthening the cold

chain. This is the difference funding 

can make.

n A number of the pilot projects

introduced VET players (typically TAFE) 

to existing industry networks centred,

for example, on a Cooperative Research

Centre. Although these networks do 

or could exist independently of a skill

ecosystem project, funding served to

support VET providers in accessing these

networks, facilitating more relevant and

vibrant relationships with industry. 

This could be viewed as a normal part

of product development and marketing,

although a number of TAFE project

participants commented that this work

would not normally be possible due to

cost allocation practices within TAFE. 

n The mental health project argues that

the participants already had in-principle

commitment to support ecosystem-style

interventions and basically knew what

needed to be done. In the context of

health funding cuts, external funding

served to galvanise the key players and

provide a focus for action. Without it,

participants expect that policies to

promote service provider partnerships

would remain rhetoric rather 

than action.
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While it is often not easy to assess

whether funding is likely to stimulate

interventions that are new or would

otherwise not occur, this needs to be

assessed in conjunction with the other

ecosystem criteria. So, for example, a

project that only addresses one side of

labour demand and supply may deliver

some interesting outcomes but it is

questionable whether it meets the other

features of a desirable ecosystem program.

Similarly, a project that focuses mainly on

strengthening inter-firm and institutional

relationships may be better funded from

another source.
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a risk of responding to the more dominant

or articulate participants, and of

overlooking interests that are not as well

represented by existing stakeholders.

The national project team based at NSW

DET has played the role of sounding board

and been responsible for keeping projects

on target. While many participants

welcomed this intervention and found 

the input useful, some did not. A few

project facilitators saw their role as a sort

of gatekeeper that protected ecosystem

stakeholders from what they regarded as

aspects of the ecosystem concept that 

are ‘too abstract, academic or difficult to 

sell’. In this case, they did not welcome

participation by NSW DET officers in

project meetings. 

Skill ecosystems are complex and

demanding projects to manage. If they 

are to deliver real benefits, it is critical that

they effectively balance diverse interests

rather than respond to a dominant

stakeholder or single perspective. While

recognising the sensitivities often present

in the dynamics of these groups, it is

important to provide project managers

with appropriate support to review and

reflect on their role and approach. This

aspect of the project needs to be

strengthened through the formation of a

small national expert panel. This option

and the broader role of this panel are

discussed in further detail in Section 4.

3.2 Issues and requirements 
at different project stages

Figure 1 on page 25 presents a project

flowchart that shows three distinct stages:

establishment; strategy development and

trialling; and evaluation and review.

Evaluation findings regarding the first 

two stages are described in Section 3,

including, in the discussion of Stage I, the

need for a funding checklist that can be

used to ensure projects to be funded meet

‘desirable skill ecosystem criteria’. Stage III

issues are discussed at 3.6 and in Section 4.

3.3 Stage I – project
establishment

The first round of demonstration projects

made a number of observations 

about their experience in developing 

project proposals:

n timelines for preparing submissions were

fairly tight

n many had at best a limited

understanding of the ecosystem concept 

n limited consultation was held with

stakeholders before funding was available 

n it was extremely difficult to anticipate

and cost the full project

n setting up projects is time-consuming,

but failing to address project

establishment issues can undermine

project viability.
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3.1 Initiating and managing 
ecosystem projects

Given that the funding is available through

the VET system, it is unsurprising that

project initiators are often closely linked to

VET. As the program becomes more widely

promoted, it would be expected that

future initiators may also come from

industry. The nature and potential of the

projects did not appear to be influenced

by the organisation responsible 

for initiation.

The more critical issue is that of project

management. The roles played by project

managers included:

n providing a sounding board for the

stakeholder group

n challenging stakeholders to identify and

pursue interventions to address both

demand and supply side issues

n identifying and sourcing expertise and

resources. This is important given the

multi-disciplinary nature of ecosystem

interventions, which means it is unlikely

that a single consultant or expert can

supply the breadth of expertise required.

Pilot projects already engage multiple

experts. For example, LEAD engaged 

an expert to analyse the data loggers,

which provided the basis for the project

consultant to assess the implications for

skills development requirements. In the

mental health project, a consultant was

engaged to conduct the research and

evaluation phases, and a workplace

learning expert to design the Walk a

Mile in My Shoes intervention. TAFE

NSW was involved as a VET provider.

n where consultants are used, keeping

them on track.

Characteristics identified as desirable in 

a project manager include:

n credibility with stakeholders

n sound grasp of the ecosystem concept

n existing knowledge or ability to quickly

understand issues relevant to ecosystem

stakeholders – at a minimum, this

means understanding issues from both

broad industry and VET perspectives

n ability to foster mutual understanding

and respect between stakeholders from

different backgrounds. While some

projects were fortunate enough to

attract people with a sound grasp of

both VET and industry disciplines, it is

more often the case that stakeholders

needed to find ways of building bridges

between experts from different fields.

The WIN project expresses this well in

talking about stakeholders ‘trading in

different currencies’. An important

starting point for all projects is to make

sure everyone knows what is being 

talked about and to ensure a 

common ‘language’.

n capacity to challenge conventional

thinking and mindsets. Experience of the

pilot projects highlights how difficult 

it can be to break out of existing

frameworks and move away from

familiar patterns and relationships.

Ideally, the project manager also has 

a degree of independence. While this 

is desirable, in practice it is difficult to

achieve. It will often be the case that 

the project manager also fulfils the 

role of project consultant or facilitator. 

This inevitably raises issues of vested

commercial interest. For example, 

a consultant acting as project manager

could direct the project towards requiring

services they are able to provide, and

could be reluctant to use external

expertise. A VET provider could use

funding to advance their own commercial

interests to the exclusion of other VET

providers. These potential conflicts of

interest are inevitable.

Setting aside the issue of potential

conflicts of interest, the expectation that

the project manager/facilitator will balance

competing interests of stakeholders can be

a burden. It requires that the facilitator has

a detailed understanding of the range of

positions and interests, and a strong grasp

of the ecosystem concept, in order to

move the group down this path. There is 
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Key point 7
Ecosystem participants should 
be required to identify potential
conflicts of interest and 
consider strategies to manage 
these situations.

Key point 8
The flowchart on page 25 draws on
the observations and experiences of
the pilot projects, and is designed
to clearly define and fast-track
project development and to ensure
that the fundamentals are in place
to allow projects to proceed 
to implementation.

Key point 9
It is proposed that the current
milestone-based funding model be
continued and rigorously applied
with the establishment phase
outcomes clearly spelled out.
Further funding for subsequent
stages would be conditional on
appropriate outcomes emerging
from the preceding stages.

3.0 Project
implementation

Projects have been initiated by diverse organisations including consultants, TAFE, State
education departments, Industry Skills Councils or State training boards, and industry bodies. 



11a Successful processes 
and strategies are 
communicated 
to others interested 
in the skill 
ecosystem approach.

11b National project 
managers review 
implications 
for resourcing 
and fostering the 
ecosystem approach.

11c National project 
managers advance 
issues in related 
policy forums.

10 National project managers evaluate program in terms of its contribution to positioning Australia’s VET sector 
and industry partners to drive a skill-intensive, globally competitive industry base that supports rewarding 
and satisfying jobs.

III Evaluate, review and Improve (ongoing)

II Develop and trial intervention strategies (18 months to 3 years)

9 Interventions are evaluated and sustainable aspects/responsibilities are identified.

8 Intervention trials are conducted with regular reports/reviews by ecosystem and project team. 
Projects consider production of resources and tools in a form that is useful for other projects.

7 Roles, responsibilities and conditions for trialling and reporting on interventions are agreed.

6 Detailed intervention strategies are developed by ecosystem participants and supported by project 
team. Agreement is reached on indicators for gauging success. Emphasis is on project participant 
initiation and design of strategies, with limited use of external consultants.

I Establish the project (4 to 6 months)

5 Ecosystem stakeholders identify common and diverse interests and establish shared commitment to 
participate in the project. Detailed definition of the problem is agreed and initial options for demand-side 
and supply-side intervention strategies are identified (providing criteria for judging whether ecosystem 
support is appropriate). Conditions of engagement are clearly defined. Risk management strategy developed.

2 Information on skill ecosystem concept 
is provided at meetings with project team; 
use made of national project resources.

3 Stakeholders agree to investigate the problem/
issue further.

1a A problem, opportunity or challenge 
is identified by one or more 
ecosystem stakeholders.

1b Contact is made with a broad range of 
ecosystem stakeholders to identify shared 
issues/interests.

4 Issue is researched and wider skill ecosystem members are engaged. Liaison with national project managers.
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Experience in implementing the projects

reinforced the need to develop a solid

basis on which to build projects. Some

projects did not move beyond their

planning and consultation phases. This

reflected a common tendency to be overly

ambitious in setting project objectives and

timelines. It could also indicate that more

attention needs to be directed to

establishing the project viability and

ensuring that the interests of the

stakeholders are a good fit with the skill

ecosystem program. 

While each project will have unique issues

to address, the following discussion uses

the pilot experience to identify some

common requirements. (Considerable

space is devoted to this phase because of

its importance in future project success.)

Start with a problem, opportunity 
or challenge

The identification of a problem or

opportunity would be the basis on which

funding for the establishment stage could

be sought. This can come from any of the

communities of interest which constitute

an ecosystem, but funding would be

conditional on establishing that there is at

least in-principle agreement that the

problem is shared by the key stakeholders

in the ecosystem. It would not be

necessary to identify all the relevant

stakeholders at this stage, but it would be

essential to at least have support to

investigate aspects of mutual interest from

both VET and industry participants.

Identify potential 
ecosystem participants

n Regardless of who initiates the project

proposal, it is essential to identify and

engage the right stakeholders. This

includes stakeholders with a breadth of

interests and expertise, as well as people

with sufficient profile and credibility to

conduct the project. In part B of this

report, some of the key roles identified

by the projects as important are

described. They include project

champions or drivers who have a

passion for the project. These are people

who can champion the project and

‘people who can open doors’. This role

needs to be identified early on in the

project. Representation from the breadth

of stakeholder organisations is

important, and this should include

people responsible for developing

strategy or policy, as well as those with

operational or practical expertise. This

will typically involve a core group that

grows as the project develops. 

The pilot projects included those where

stakeholder networks were already in

place and those where they were

identified and developed. Where there

were no existing industry networks,

establishing this level of communication

proved to be extremely time-consuming.

For some projects it was all-consuming

and was the major tangible outcome of

the project. See key point 4 (page 19).

Establish agreement to proceed

The three minimum conditions that

underpin progress to the next stages are:

n The stakeholders are committed to work

together on the problem identified.

n It is unrealistic to expect stakeholders

from diverse communities to have

perfectly aligned interests. Nor is this

necessary to proceed. What is important

is that the parties can identify sufficient

areas of agreed mutual interest. That is,

they all need to be able to answer the

question: ‘What do we get out of it?’

n Any boundaries or conditions of

engagement are made explicit.

Often the solutions that ecosystems set

out to explore involve changes to existing

practices or ways of working. In any

change negotiation, there are mutual and

separate interests at stake. In some cases,

a stakeholder might nominate conditions

of their participation. While these may

change over the life of a project, it is

useful to get an initial indication of any

specific boundaries. In one of the projects,
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Figure 1  Skill ecosystem demonstration project flow chart
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for example, an employer committed to

investigating opportunities to redesign job

roles, but required that discussions on any

related changes in pay and conditions be

negotiated separately and outside the

scope of the project. These kinds of

conditions may or may not be acceptable

to other stakeholders. However, it is

important that all relevant stakeholders 

are aware of any conditions applying 

to the engagement of others. 

In making this decision, stakeholders 

(and funding decision-makers) need to

assess whether excluding consideration 

of particular issues undermines the viability 

of the project. This will depend on the

specifics of a project, but if a problem 

is overwhelmingly influenced by an issue

that is to be excluded from discussions

(such as the structure of incentives and

payments across the supply chain),

proceeding to investigate other issues 

may make little sense.

Stakeholders are prepared to explore
both training and wider workforce
development solutions

The earlier discussion on the proposed

criteria for funding skill ecosystems argues

that a distinguishing feature of the

ecosystem program is that it specifically

promotes training interventions within the

wider context of work and industry culture

and practices. Table 1 (page 12) outlines

the features of these kinds of ecosystems

and provides examples of how they could

be addressed. It is unlikely that a single

project would address all of the features

listed, but it is expected that they 

would address a reasonable spread 

of these (to support the previous two 

minimum conditions).

To support stakeholders’ assessment of

how useful the ecosystem concept is to

addressing their issues, it would be useful

for the national management team to

provide a briefing for the group about 

the ecosystem program and how it could

relate to them. This level of support is

currently provided to project teams to

implement the ecosystem concept post-

funding. The nature of this support needs

to be negotiated with each project 

team, and recognise the unique features 

and sensitivities that characterise 

stakeholder engagement.

It is not possible or even desirable to

anticipate all areas of shared and diverse

interests at the start of a project.

Conditions of engagement will evolve as

the project progresses, although exploring

some basic issues at the outset increases

the likelihood of achieving effective

progress through subsequent project

stages. It also helps to establish whether

there is a genuine basis on which to

proceed. Most projects had in-principle

agreement from a range of project 
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Key point 10
The first (investigative) stage of a
project should aim as a minimum 
to establish that:

n the stakeholders are committed
to work together on the 
problem identified

n any boundaries or conditions of
engagement are made explicit

n stakeholders are prepared to
explore both training and 
non-training-related solutions.

Key point 11
The national project managers
should brief the stakeholders 
at the conclusion of the first
(investigative) stage of their project
on the ecosystem program and its
relation to their project. This
information will assist them to
evaluate whether to proceed to 
the next stage.
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stakeholders at the outset, yet as the

projects progressed, some were frustrated

by what they saw as the failure of some

stakeholders to live up to their original

commitments. While there is no guarantee

that this would not happen even if they

spent more time exploring the nature of

their mutual obligations, they would at

least be in a better informed position.

Clarify expectations, roles 
and responsibilities

The multidisciplinary nature of ecosystem

projects creates particular challenges

associated with coordinating the

contributions of diverse stakeholders,

many of whom are not funded or

otherwise under control of the project.

This is considerably more difficult than

managing a project where the factors that

influence achievement of outcomes can 

be directly controlled.

In order to prepare a detailed proposal for

stage II, the parties need to consider their

level of commitment to the project to

determine what needs to be funded and

who will receive funds. If the roles of

organisations including State education

authorities, training providers and industry

are not to be funded through the project,

participants need to consider the nature of

the in-kind commitment they are making.

Of course, it is not possible or appropriate

to fund all levels of participation. However,

at this stage it is useful to flag the nature

of the in-kind commitments. 

One project participant talked about being

unable to do as much as they would have

liked on the project:

‘No-one was really dedicated to the

project – it was always a “bolt-on” 

to an existing workload.’

Some project participants went further to

suggest that stakeholders should be

required to make a financial commitment

to underline their support for the project.

This may have relevance for some projects

and industry sectors. Others emphasised

the extent of in-kind contributions and

were concerned that approval of financial

contribution would present a significant

barrier to involvement for some

stakeholders, particularly in the early

stages of a project. Once the project is

established, the issue of appropriate

allocation of costs needs to be addressed

as a component of building sustainability. 

Clarifying roles and responsibilities helps

participants and their organisations to plan

for their involvement.

Another contributor talked of the

challenges inherent in managing a

multidisciplinary project:

‘It’s essential to be clear about roles –

what will the consultant do, what will the

industry partners do and what will the VET

providers do. It’s very difficult when the

project manager doesn’t have the

authority or ability to “make it happen”.’

All projects placed a heavy emphasis on

fostering robust personal relationships to

support the ecosystem projects. While this

is clearly important, a recurring theme

across a number of projects was the high

level of turnover among key personnel. 

It is important to build support that goes

beyond gaining buy-in from individual

participants. If strategy developers and

policymakers in the host organisations also

understand and commit to the project,

this can help to minimise the disruption

associated with turnover of personnel.

Develop a risk 
management strategy

Risk management focuses the attention of

a group on identifying possible problems

and working through possible responses

or solutions. Given the number of pilot

projects that failed to implement their

initial, stated objectives, a condition of

applying for further funding should be the

development of a risk management plan.

Several projects already included this as

part of their proposal.

By the end of the establishment stage, the

parties should have a clear understanding

of the work they are agreeing to undertake

together. This is not intended as a rigid set

of conditions that inhibits ideas and/or
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relationships evolving over the course of

the project. The purpose of a more

structured model for project establishment

is to condense the start-up stage and

more fully explore whether the project is

likely to proceed to a development and

implementation stage. 

The participants are now in a better

informed position to develop their proposal

for the next stage, and make a more

realistic assessment of the costs and

timeframe required.

3.4 Funding checklist

The following questions are intended 

to guide decisions about the funding 

of projects at all stages.

Projects must address both demand-
side and supply-side issues:

n Does the proposal indicate the interest

and the capacity to address both

training and wider workforce capacity-

building challenges and strategies?

n Are possible solutions to the problem

being explored likely to generate both

demand and supply-side responses?

n How will the project promote desirable

features of the ecosystem (see Table 1,

page 12)?

n How many and what balance of

desirable features does/could the 

project support? 

Projects must contribute to building 
a more relevant and effective VET
system and policy frameworks:

n Has the project team considered the

nature of the contribution the project

will make to enhancing the capacity of

the national VET system? For example,

does it help to identify and fill gaps in

formal qualification arrangements,

develop models for innovative

customisation, or extend access 

to training?

n Does the VET intervention offer anything

new or useful in terms of either

addressing ecosystem requirements 

or providing models for the wider

training community?

n Have strategies to share experience 

with the stakeholder community been

considered and incorporated into 

the project?

n Is there a clear commitment from

stakeholders to make their

experiences/resources available?

n If there are any boundaries or conditions

on which availability would be based,

have these been clearly identified?

n Have the projects demonstrated 

a capacity to engage with 

policy development?

Projects must demonstrate an 
appropriate composition and breadth 
of stakeholder engagement:

n Is stakeholder engagement sufficiently

broad to address the issues relevant to

skill ecosystems? Do stakeholders

represent the views and interests of

industry, individual businesses, or

workforce capacity development experts

including trainers, learners and

employees? Which other groups might

be involved? For example, is there a role

for consumer/customer involvement? 

If the relevant experts are not part of 

the stakeholder group, has the project

considered how else they could engage

relevant expertise?

n Is there an existing network of

ecosystem stakeholders already in place?

n Do stakeholders have the breadth of

interest and expertise to address the

issues raised? 

n Are stakeholders aware of the skill

ecosystem model being promoted by 

the program?

n Do stakeholders care about the issues

that the project is setting out to explore?

n Have stakeholders considered their roles

and responsibilities as participants in 

the project?



n Have potential conflicts of interest been

considered? Are there strategies to

manage these?

n Have risk management strategies 

been developed?

Projects must stimulate skill ecosystem
participants to go beyond current
practice:

n Is there evidence that funding will

support the project team to try 

initiatives or approaches they would 

not otherwise explore?

n Is there a genuine interest in trialling

new approaches?

n If stakeholders have established

conditions or boundaries that limit issues

to be included within the scope of 

the project (for example, issues of pay

and conditions), is there a commitment 

by the relevant parties to address 

these issues once the project has 

been completed?

Projects must demonstrate they have
considered and have capacity to plan 
for sustainability:

n Is the focus and structure of the

ecosystem able and appropriate to

support longer-term sustainability?

n Has the project considered how it will

approach building capacity to sustain

initiatives developed?

3.5 Stage II – development 
and trialling of implementation
strategies

Proceeding to develop and trial strategies

was a major hurdle that a number of

projects failed to clear. Some of the

barriers encountered have already been

discussed. Some common themes are:

n establishing collaborative arrangements

took much longer than expected

n stakeholders made commitments that

failed to eventuate

n projects ran out of time. This was

particularly likely when timing was

dependent on other activities outside

the control of the project. For example,

the LEAD project required a number of

shipments to be completed in order to

identify the role that skills and

knowledge could play in avoiding breaks

in the cold chain.

n turnover in key personnel

n the commitment of project participants

was not supported by the wider

stakeholder organisation

n barriers were encountered that were

outside the capacity of the project 

to address.

Several of these issues would be partly

addressed by a more structured and better

resourced project establishment stage, 

and by robust project facilitation as the

projects progress. Given the consistency 

of experience across the projects, 

it also indicates the need to extend project

timeframes.

Project facilitation

The task of steering the project participants

through the project is a demanding one. 

It is typically undertaken by the project

manager, and may also involve others 

such as contracted facilitators. The earlier

discussion of the project management 

role identified some of the key attributes

needed. In addition to these qualities,

project participants cited the need 

for effective conflict management and

negotiation skills within the team. The

reason for this is that ecosystem projects

are explicitly designed to forge new

relationships, and explore different ways 

of learning and working together. They

demand changes in ideas and methods.

This is an essential feature of both current

and future projects – there is little purpose

or value in funding stakeholders to do

what they would do in any event – but it

is inherently uncomfortable. 

Some of the key challenges for project

managers and facilitators include:

n keeping the team on track

n encouraging the team to move beyond

their comfort zone in considering how

to respond to issues

n encouraging brainstorming exercises

where participants are pushed to put

forward ideas, no matter how

impractical the ideas appear at first

n managing the tendency for some

stakeholders to dominate the team

while maintaining their interest 

and enthusiasm

n bridging the gaps in language 

and understanding between 

different stakeholders.

The role of research 

A common step in developing solutions 

to problems under investigation was to

embark on a research stage. The role 

and value of research differed between

projects. For example, the mental health

project drew on the expertise of an existing

industry network. The members of this

project team already had a fair idea about

the directions they wanted to take. For

this project, research served to confirm

and reinforce what the team already

knew, as the basis to take the next step 

of implementing and trialling solutions. 
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Key point 14
Projects have focused heavily on
research, often at the expense of
achieving the project goals for
implementing and trialling
strategies. The local project 
manager and the national project
management team need to keep
the focus on implementation, even
if this takes stakeholders outside
their comfort zones and/or skill sets.

Key point 12
The decision on whether to fund a
skill ecosystem project at all stages
should be made on the basis of a
checklist that examines whether the
project would:

n address both demand-side and
supply-side issues

n contribute to building a more
relevant and effective VET system
and policy frameworks

n demonstrate an appropriate
composition and breadth of
stakeholder engagement

n stimulate skill ecosystem
participants to go beyond 
current practice

n demonstrate they have
considered and have the capacity
to plan for sustainability.

Key point 13
Skill ecosystem projects are
ambitious and aim to achieve long-
term structural change. Project
funding timeframes should provide
support over a three-to-five 
year period.
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The racing project provided a different

scenario. Given the fragmented nature of

the industry and the level of secrecy that

has traditionally surrounded issues such 

as trackwork rider payments, the research

stage was essential to provide a basis for

developing a viable payment model. Some

project participants suggested that, on

reflection, research activities may have

been overemphasised at the expense of

implementing and trialling options.

While there are no clear-cut guidelines on

the amount of research that is appropriate,

some lessons emerge from pilot experience.

n The project team needs to be clear

about why they are undertaking the

research and what they hope to achieve.

Research efforts should target the

identification and/or refinement of

solutions that can be trialled, rather 

than using the research as a ‘fishing

expedition’ to see what comes up.

n Research methods need to be appropriate

to the research task. Projects that

adopted a more transparent approach 

to undertaking research – for example,

distributing data collection tools for

comment before they were used – were

more likely to achieve this.

n The outcomes are reported. It is

understood that in a few instances,

some data may be commercially or

industrially sensitive. However, wherever

possible, there should be transparency in

reporting both methodology and results.

n Research may not necessarily be the 

best way to move forward. Where

stakeholders are already well acquainted

with the issues and possible solutions,

interventions such as workshops and

search conferences often proved 

more useful.

n Project participants emphasised the need

for people undertaking skill ecosystem

work to be knowledgeable about the

industry context. As one participant

commented: ‘It needs to be someone who

can cut through the industry bull****.

Otherwise they’ll just get snowed.’

n Projects that choose to outsource the

research role need to consider how to

avoid this problem. An advantage of

having the pilot project experience to

draw on is the development of toolkits

and research tools that can be

customised by future projects. This

creates more options for projects to

undertake research in-house, offering

significant advantages for the project

team to learn about and explore the

issues directly.
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Key point 15
External experts can provide 
input to stimulate ecosystem
stakeholders, but implementation
relies on the actions of the
stakeholders themselves. Projects
need to consider this when they
design and fund the
implementation stage.

Key point 16
There is an ongoing role for project
monitoring and evaluation that
provides for an arm’s length review
of individual projects.

Key point 17
Projects should be encouraged 
to adhere to the guidelines on
reporting requirements. The focus
should be on action rather than
written outcomes.

Types of interventions

As already noted, many of the projects 

are still at an early stage in implementing

interventions, and therefore comments

about the nature of interventions 

are preliminary. 

The most common approach to designing

and developing interventions is to engage

experts (such as consultants) to work with

one or more key stakeholders to develop 

a model that is then presented and

promoted to the stakeholder group. One

of the limitations of this approach is that

there is an enormous lost opportunity for

the stakeholders to actively engage and

learn about their own issues first hand.

Using consultants is more likely to be

appropriate where the ecosystem is

relatively new, and members have limited

information about the problem to 

be addressed.

Where project team members have more

developed ideas about what can be done,

different approaches are possible. Rather

than developing models for stakeholders

to consider and hopefully adopt, the

mental health project is also looking at

funding stakeholders directly to develop

their ideas and capacity to design

initiatives. This project is only just starting

to move into an implementation stage.



Rider Resource Kit and the WIN Innovation

Agent Toolkit: a leader’s information and

resource kit (both available on the skill

ecosystem website at

www.skillecosystem.net.

Not surprisingly, these kits tend to be

relevant to other ecosystems interested 

in undertaking similar projects. So, for

example, the tools and templates

developed by the WIN project would be 

of most benefit to a project wanting to

develop an industry database and establish

consultative arrangements. They are

valuable not only as a source of information

for other projects, but also as a means of

reporting transparently on the approach

and strategies used through the project.

One of the proposed criteria for future

funding decisions is that projects should

not only address their own issues, but also

contribute to building more robust national

VET policies and programs. Projects should

be encouraged to think about how they

can communicate their experience in ways

that support others interested in adopting

the ecosystem model.

3.6 Stage III – project
evaluation 

The capacity of projects to critically reflect

and evaluate their experience varied

significantly. Providing a more structured

reporting framework would assist some

projects with this responsibility. The

development of a more detailed definition

of the ‘desirable ecosystem’ also provides

a basis for projects to explicitly identify 

the criteria they will use to review project

outcomes.

As already noted, many projects are not

yet complete, so a detailed assessment 

of achievements is not appropriate.

However, the issue of how to approach

the measurement of achievement deserves

further comment. A constant observation

about the shortcomings of the current 

VET system is an almost exclusive focus 

on outcome-based, easily quantifiable

indicators such as student contact hours,

which can have the perverse effect of

promoting poor practice provided it

achieves ‘bums on seats’. While it is

tempting to cite some short-term,

measurable outcomes from the ecosystem

pilots, there is a risk that this will divert

attention from the more complex

objectives. For example, it is easy to point

to an increase in the number of horses

being ridden on track (NSW Racing), but

this doesn’t necessarily reflect anything

about that industry’s preparedness or

capacity to own and manage their 

skill development requirements more

effectively. Nor does it indicate whether

policy settings are more appropriately

aligned to support ecosystem stakeholders

to better manage their workforce issues. 
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A number of the interventions have involved

providing relatively small amounts of

funding to support stakeholders to improve

their understanding and involvement. 

In discussing the experience of the project

to date, participants cited the provision of

funding for four participants from different

health organisations to attend an industry

conference as having a profound effect.

This provided an opportunity to strengthen

personal relationships and gave the impetus

to move forward:

‘That trip to Melbourne really pushed 

us over the edge. That’s when it all 

came together.’

Other interventions that had a significant

effect included a workshop that provided

an opportunity for participants to

exchange ideas. As one participant noted,

‘We already knew what we should be

doing, but it wasn’t until we received

funding that the ideas came together’.

These interventions come at a relatively

small cost, but it requires effective project

management to identify and support

those that will move the project forward.

In the case of the mental health project,

the project management role is played 

by the Community Services and Health

Industry Skills Council. An advantage 

of its involvement is that it can take an

independent position, so that while it is

responsible for managing the allocation 

of funding, it is not directly engaged in

providing consulting services to the project.

The dynamic nature of project

interventions requires a level of flexibility

to allow projects to actively respond and

pursue opportunities as they emerge. 

This has implications for the structure of

funding. Funding is currently provided in

stages on the basis of achieving agreed

milestones. The program has provided 

a high degree of flexibility to adjust

milestones to reflect experience within 

the broader program objectives.

The experience of the pilot projects

underlines the need for a staged, flexible

approach to funding based on evidence

that milestones have been achieved. (See

key point 9.)

Reporting and monitoring

Reporting addresses a number of functions:

n it keeps members of the skill ecosystem

informed of progress

n it accounts for the activities of the

project to the funding body

n it provides templates and frameworks

that can be used by other projects

n it facilitates an understanding of the

difficulties and failures, as much as

highlighting the achievements and

success of each project, to support

learning and continuous improvement 

of projects and programs.

Pilot project reports tend to highlight

achievements and gloss over difficulties or

problems. This is not unusual, and in some

cases reflects sensitivities and tensions

between different participants within 

the ecosystem. While understandable, 

it seriously limits potential to learn from

experience to improve the program.

Problems and mistakes offer a fruitful

source of learning. Given the pilot nature

of this program, opportunities for learning

are particularly important. The value of

reporting is in pointing to lessons that can

advance understanding and development

of the whole program. In contrast with the

written reports, discussions and feedback

provided by project participants during 

this evaluation have been open and frank

about the issues faced by each of 

the projects. 

Notwithstanding detailed advice to project

leaders on reporting requirements

(including a limit on the length of reports

of 10 to 15 pages), there is enormous

variation in the approach to reporting. For

many projects, reporting is a very onerous

and time consuming task. There is a

marked tendency of projects to over-report

or include information in reports that is

not particularly relevant. 

Project research tools and resources

Several projects have produced resources

including toolkits for use by other projects.

Examples include the Race Club Trackwork
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Key point 18
Final project reports should
specifically describe how they
address the question of
sustainability, what level of
agreement was achieved to
continue aspects of the initiatives
developed by the project, and 
the barriers encountered to 
longer term change.



A project consultant coming from a

research background is likely to frame the

project workplan to reflect this skill set.

This is appropriate where there is a strong

alignment with the objectives of the

ecosystem. Where there is not, it is often

easier for an external party to support 

a project team to move beyond their

comfort zone. The dynamic nature 

of ecosystem projects demands intensive

management at both the project and

program levels. Unlike projects that have a

clear objective that can be quantified and

measured, skill ecosystems are by nature

dynamic. It is often not possible or even

desirable to forecast precise outcomes,

and specific objectives are developed to

reflect project experience. 

The NSW DET national project managers

are responsible for supporting the pilot

projects. Activities have included direct

coaching and advice, and arranging for

opportunities for projects to come

together and exchange experiences. Most

project participants commented that the

‘hands-on’ style of the project team works

well, although some were less positive.

The importance of providing robust,

intensive support to projects has been

discussed elsewhere in this report, and 

is reinforced here. The skill ecosystem

concept will often require stakeholders to

go outside their immediate area of interest

to explore new approaches. Project teams

need to be continually supported and

challenged to guide the project down this

path. This approach offers benefits not

only for the particular ecosystem, but also

for the wider system and policy

frameworks that intersect with

ecosystems. 

When asked about the nature of support

that would be helpful to stimulate and

sustain future projects, project team

comments support reinforcing and

strengthening the current approach. 

The main themes to emerge included:

n the need for a sounding 

board/critical friend

n publicising and promoting the 

ecosystem concept

n taking up issues that are beyond 

the scope of individual projects.

4.1 Sounding board and the
role of ‘critical friends’

While each of the projects has a specific

purpose and approach, they are also part

of a larger program. There is often a

dynamic tension between what a project

might want to do and what falls within

the approach being supported by the

ecosystem program. This is a two-way

exchange. The experience of the pilots

helps to build the understanding and

shape of the program at the same time 

as program objectives determine the

initiatives that attract support. 
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For all projects, it is important to be clear

about performance targets and measures.

The more detailed definition of skill

ecosystems can provide the basis for

framing these measures. Overall, further

work on programs should be undertaken

to determine macro-level indicators such

as the increased capacity of an ecosystem

to manage workforce development issues.

This should be attached to ongoing

funding for skills development, so that

funding would not be provided to address

the same problem over and over. Skill

ecosystems would be expected to provide

evidence that they have put in place

complementary strategies to ensure these

issues are comprehensively addressed.

Sustainability

An underpinning assumption of the

ecosystem model is that successful pilot

projects will leave in place changed

relationships, systems, practices and

policies that are self-sustaining once the

project is complete. It is too early in the

experience of most projects to assess the

longer term outcomes and sustainability 

of initiatives established, although some 

of the early projects offered views on 

the issues and challenges related to 

sustaining change:

n ‘The initiatives were seen as fairly

experimental. They weren’t necessarily

integrated into wider systems or practices.’

n ‘It’s something you need to start thinking

about well before the project ends.’

Factors that will influence sustainability

post-funding include: 

n perceived benefits of changed practices

and arrangements – stakeholders need

to see mutually beneficial gains

n how effectively the initiatives are

integrated into systemic procedures 

and arrangements of the 

stakeholder organisations

n continuity of key personnel.
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4.0 Central support 
and resourcing for 
pilot projects
This discussion has already outlined some of the challenges faced by project managers 
in managing multidisciplinary projects. These are equally relevant to management of the
overall program. The nature of any project is that it reflects the skills and interests of 
the key participants.

Key point 19
The capacity to develop and support
the ecosystem projects would be
substantially improved by establishing
a small national expert panel that
could bring together a depth 
of experience from across the key
stakeholder areas.
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––Most of the projects have undergone

significant revisions of their initial

objectives. Determining and negotiating

these shifts demands an active and

ongoing dialogue between the project and

national program team throughout the life

of the project.

The role of the program support is to

define and communicate the ecosystem

concept and to support project teams to

consider how the concept can apply to

their needs and issues. It can also play a

role in injecting new ideas and challenging

‘group think’ to shift a group through an

issue or problem. This role is currently

fulfilled by just one or two people in 

NSW DET.

This would include members with

expertise in the VET sector, industry,

employee organisations and government.

Government policy areas most directly

related to ecosystem interventions 

include training, industry and regional

development, and industrial relations. 

In addition to expertise in the relevant

field, members would need a sound

understanding of the ecosystem concept,

and a strong commitment and capacity to

promote its application. While the national

program team would be responsible for

day-to-day interaction with the projects,

the expert panel could be convened on 

an as-needed basis. The panel could offer

support in the following ways:

n provide a sounding board for projects

and challenge them to think in 

new directions 

n support projects to work through

differences of views and interests

n identify and address or refer issues beyond

the scope of individual projects, to

ensure that these issues are followed up

n publicise and promote the skill

ecosystem model to respective

communities of interest

n feed into the review of the national

program and related recommendations

for program improvement.

4.2 Communicating outcomes 
and lessons

There are numerous facets to the

communication issue for the pilot projects.

Individual projects are responsible for

managing internal communication

arrangements and providing information

about the project to their stakeholder

organisations. Stakeholder organisations

play a key role in selling the ecosystem

project and related initiatives to their

members. Project participants also

identified communication-related needs

that could be assisted at the national

program level. These related more to

packaging and disseminating promotional

information about the ecosystem concept.

Project team members were often very

enthusiastic about the initiatives being

generated, but faced significant hurdles

bringing their host organisations with

them. One participant expressed extreme

frustration when the organisation she

worked for was reluctant to commit to

ongoing participation, even though the

initiative was cost-neutral and offered

significant potential to improve quality 

of service delivery. Participants talked 

of the benefits of high-profile publicity 

for projects and promotion of the overall

ecosystem program to influence their

organisations to provide organisational

backing for the initiatives developed.

4.3 Raising issues that are
outside the scope of a project

Projects regularly encounter issues that are

beyond their scope of influence and/or

expertise, but which can critically affect

the project’s outcomes. One recurring

example was issues raised about TAFE

administration and funding arrangements

which inhibit ecosystem-type approaches

and interventions. Reports such as WIN,

Swinburne and Constructed Wetlands

provide detailed analysis of the institutional

barriers to TAFE’s participation in 

skill ecosystem-type initiatives 

post-project funding. 
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While individual projects can make an

important contribution by identifying and

describing these problems, they are not

well placed to resolve them. It is critical to

the future development and strength of

the ecosystem model that these issues 

are directed to and addressed by the

appropriate forums. This requires project

team members to develop their capacity 

to understand and interact with the

appropriate policymakers. It also demands

that policy developers are able to listen 

to and respond to the issues raised. A

feature of the Queensland Skill Formation

Strategies program is to support a person

as a link between the ecosystem projects

and government policymakers. Just as the

projects challenge the ‘silo mentality’ and

build bridges to connect the spheres of

training and work, a similar challenge is

presented to policymakers and strategists.

This requires policy environments within

governments capable of coordinating 

a whole-of-government response to 

issues raised. 

4.4 Stage III – evaluation and
continuous improvement

Stage III is primarily the responsibility 

of the national project team supported 

by the expert panel. While each project is

responsible for undertaking an evaluation

of the individual project, the role of the

national project team is to continually

review and refine the concept in response

to the experience of the projects they

support. The national team is in a unique

position to do this. While individual

projects can be supported to reflect on

their individual experiences, the national

role is to take an overview position 

to identify issues and trends across the

projects. The skill ecosystem projects are 

a specific type of intervention in the VET

arena. The national team is responsible 

for assessing how the program relates to

other VET initiatives, and the contribution

it makes to better positioning the VET

sector and industry partners to achieve 

the goals of a more globally competitive

industry base that supports more rewarding

and satisfying work opportunities.



The demonstration projects and their

partners have some difficulty with the 

‘skill ecosystem’ concept, and translate the

label into language that makes sense to

their stakeholders. (See key point 1.) 

The breadth and generality of the

definition of skill ecosystem used in 

the project is reflected in a very diverse

application of the concept by the

demonstration projects. Given that the

context is a publicly funded program, 

NSW DET needs to better specify and

standardise what is meant by the concept,

and clarify the features of a desirable skill

ecosystem. (See key points 2 and 11.)

All projects recognised the importance 

of effective engagement and appropriate

breadth of ecosystem stakeholders. While

more widespread and robust relationships

are an essential precondition, they are not

a sufficient outcome of publicly funded

projects. (See key points 3, 10 and 12.)

Most projects struggled to progress to

developing and trialling solutions within

proposed timeframes. A number received

small extensions to support this next step.

A strategy of drawing on industries and

networks that are already developed will

assist in reducing the time required for the

establishment phase. (See key points 4, 5

and 13.)

Project management at both an individual

project level and the national program

level is a demanding and intensive process.

Ecosystems seek to engage stakeholders

from diverse interest groups. This diversity

is both a strength and a challenge. Project

managers need the capacity to develop 

a common language and shared agendas,

identify and manage conflicts of interest,

and manage group dynamics. (See key

points 3, 6 and 7.)

The program model needs to find ways to

fast-track project establishment and shift

project teams through to implementation.

This would be assisted by:

n developing a detailed description of the

aims of the skill ecosystem model and

the types of ecosystems that should

attract public funding

n defining clear and staged funding

criteria for future projects

n rigorously enforcing a milestone-based

funding model. Funding should be

available progressively only if outcomes

have been achieved at the establishment

and subsequent stages.

n targeting funding to projects that draw

on existing networks

n additional support from DET project

managers at an early stage.

(See key points 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10 and 11.)

Proposed criteria to underpin future

funding decisions include:

n address both demand-side and supply-

side issues

n contribute to building a more

relevant and effective system and 

policy framework 

n demonstrate an appropriate composition

and breadth of stakeholder engagement

n stimulate skill ecosystem participants to

go beyond current practice

n demonstrate they have considered and

have capacity to plan for ongoing

sustainability.

(See key point 12.)

The project establishment stage should

aim to confirm that:

n the stakeholders are committed to work

together on the problem identified

n any boundaries or conditions of

engagement are made explicit

n stakeholders are prepared to support

training and wider workforce capacity

development solutions.

(See key points 10 and 11.)

The detailed advice provided to projects on

reporting requirements is not typically

reflected in reports produced. The variable

quality, length and relevance of reports

would be improved by adhering to the

guidelines provided. (See key point 17.)

Evaluation and capacity for self-reflection

are not strong features of all projects.

There is an ongoing role for program

evaluation that provides a degree of

objective review of individual projects.

Projects should develop clear performance

targets. Overall, further work should be

undertaken within the program to

determine macro-level indicators to track

changes in the capacity of an ecosystem

to understand and manage workforce

capacity development issues. (See key

point 16.)

When project teams were asked about the

types of support required by ecosystem

projects, three themes emerged:

n the need for a sounding 

board/critical friend

n publicising and promoting the 

ecosystem concept

n taking up issues that are beyond the

scope of individual projects.

Sustainability is an aspect that is as yet

difficult to assess. Sustainability of the 

skill ecosystem approach would require

changes to VET accountabilities and

funding arrangements. However, clearer

guidance on this point needs to be

provided early at the project level. 

(See key points 6 and 18.)

As this report describes, a myriad of

intervention strategies were used in the

projects, ranging from job role redesign to

the reshaping of VET-research and

innovation relationships, to the revising of

licensing requirements (see also part B). 

The evaluation found that small-scale

intervention strategies designed and

developed by skill ecosystem stakeholders

themselves seemed to work best, as did

those that brought stakeholders together

to work on a common issue. It cautions

against reliance on external consultants 

for this reason. (See key point 15.)

Skill ecosystems are demanding and

complex projects. The capacity of project

managers would be strengthened by

establishing a small national expert panel

drawing together expertise in the VET

sector, industry, employee organisations

and government. This panel would

support and extend the work of the 

NSW DET national project managers. 

(See key point 19.)
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This detailed examination and evaluation of the Skill Ecosystem national project and the
nine demonstration projects has identified a number of significant aspects, and reached
certain conclusions, that are encapsulated in the key points highlighted in the main text
(and also listed at pages 6 to 7 of this report). 

5.0 Summary



6.0 Introduction

BAn overview of 
the Skill Ecosystem
national project

The Skill Ecosystem national project is a

national VET innovation project that was

initiated by the NSW Department of

Education and Training (NSW DET). It

resulted from a NSW Board of Vocational

Education and Training research project 

on the future of vocational education in

Australia, and sought to implement one of

its recommendations; namely, to establish

a ‘work, skills and innovation initiative’ to

investigate the scope for demand-led skills

formation (see Beyond Flexibility, page 30). 

The Skill Ecosystem project has been

funded since 2002 by the Australian

Government and is managed by NSW 

DET. As well as funding individual

‘demonstration’ or pilot projects, the

national project seeks to promote debate

about current issues in the relationship

between work and skill formation across

Australia, and promote dialogue on 

these issues between industry, employer 

and employee groups and the 

research community. 

A communication and dissemination

strategy is undertaken as part of the

national project. It includes a dedicated

project website www.skillecosystem.net; 

a bi-monthly Skill Ecosystem newsletter,

www.skillecosystem.net/newsletter; and 

an online forum.

6.1 The concepts behind 
skill ecosystem

The Skill Ecosystem national project

addresses the issue of how to better

integrate employment, economic

development and workforce development.

Its premise is that expanding the supply 

of qualified people is only a partial

solution to Australian industry’s needs, and

that stimulating the demand for and use

of skills is also important. While this has

always been so, in recent years industry

restructuring, intensified economic

competition, new forms of business and

industry organisation, and changes in the

type of skills employers require, underline

the need for a holistic approach to skills

development that focuses on the industry

and labour market context.

In the demonstration projects, interventions

are focused on developing the skill

ecosystem existing in an industry sector 

or region. The concept of ‘skill ecosystem’

was first used by researchers to explain the

growth of the high information technology

skill cluster in Silicon Valley, California. It

refers to concentrations of workforce skills

and knowledge in an industry or a region. 

The traditional VET focus on training is

complemented by a broader focus on 

the other drivers of business productivity

and growth that contribute to a healthy

ecosystem in which skills are effectively

utilised and developed. These could

include, for example, use of advanced

technology, the model of service delivery,

how the work is organised and managed,

and the design of jobs. The aim is to

stimulate skill intensive jobs, as well as the

supply of appropriately skilled workers. 

The individual projects implement

strategies to address several of these

issues at the same time, and seek to

encourage sustainable ‘ecosystems’ in

which people’s skills are developed and

the labour supply replenished.

From the VET perspective, the high 

level objectives of the approach are 

to ensure that:

n the VET system becomes more

responsive to industry through

addressing skills issues in context

n the role of VET providers is strategically

aligned to other government policy

goals, in particular industry and regional

development

n the more effective use of skilled people

in workplaces prevents wastage of

people’s capacities, and maximises the

return on public VET resources 

n Australia’s VET sector helps drive a skill-

intensive, globally competitive economy

n industry takes increasing responsibility

for shaping skill formation and building

healthy skill ecosystems.

6.2 The demonstration projects

There have been two rounds of skill

ecosystem project funding. Four projects

were funded in 2003 and ended in 2005,

while a second round was funded in late

2004. Five projects were ongoing at the

time of the evaluation research (one of

which has since ended). Approximately

$100,000 was made available to each

project, although one project received a

smaller amount, and in other cases project

costs were adjusted upwards or downwards

in response to developments that could

not be anticipated at the outset.

The projects are located across Australia,

and across a wide range of industries.

Industries experiencing rapid technological

change, skill shortages associated with

growth, or other social and economic

pressures, have been particularly interested

in the skill ecosystem framework. Project

summaries are listed on page 45 and

individual demonstration projects are at

Appendix A.

6.3 Types of skill 
ecosystem project

A typology based on project purpose is 

set out below. 
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Project type Description

1. Reshaping work and labour markets Projects that address the structural issues 
in organisations and labour markets that
inhibit skills development

2. VET as innovation partner Projects that reposition VET to better
support the development of emerging 
industries and the diffusion of new 
technology or processes

3. Quality improvement  Projects that address new marketplace, 
regulatory or consumer requirements for 
quality in products and services, particularly
across supply chains and networks

4. Skill and labour shortage Projects that address current or potential 
skill shortages that result from skill gaps  
in existing workforces, inadequate supply, 
demography, industry structure, or 
retention and recruitment issues

Racing and aged care projects

Swinburne,WIN and constructed wetlands

projects

LEAD, mental health and forestry projects

Defence support project



Skill ecosystem 
demonstration projects

n In Melbourne, the TAFE Division of

Swinburne University of Technology

worked with Cooperative Research

Centres and industry to trial VET

involvement in the development 

and commercialisation of new

microtechnology applications.

n In South Australia, United Water

International (Australia’s largest private

water company) worked with Torrens

Valley and Regency TAFE to improve

linkages between the VET sector,

researchers and water industry

businesses and users.

n The National Environment Centre 

at NSW TAFE (Riverina Institute) led

a project to explore the demand for 

skills in constructed wetlands design,

development and maintenance, 

and to stimulate the local waste 

water management industry.

n Racing NSW worked with a private RTO

to explore the workplace drivers of 

skill formation and ways of building a

learning culture in the racing industry.

Subsequently, a trial of permanent part-

time (rather than casual) riders employed

by one of the clubs has pointed the way

to new, more supportive workplace

arrangements to attract, retain and

develop people in this shortage-

prone occupation.

n Growing demand, labour shortages and

cost containment pressures affect the

whole aged care sector, particularly 

care for people in their homes with its

dependence on voluntary and low 

paid workers. A Queensland

Community Services and Health

Industry Training Council project looks

at how two aged care agencies can

improve and redesign jobs to improve

their ability to attract and retain allied

health workers.

n The South Australian Logistics and Export

Assured Delivery (LEAD) project aims,

through studying logistics problems in

export shipments of vegetables, to raise

quality standards through process

improvement and training. The project

may lead to customised logistics

training, supplied across the chain, 

and formal quality accreditation.

n On the NSW Central Coast, a network 

of mental health treatment and

rehabilitation services is focusing on 

how to increase practical collaboration

and integration of their diverse services

to the benefit of the client. In a project

managed by the Community Services

and Health Industry Skills Council,

the project is trialling a form of joint

servicing accompanied by workforce

development strategies to help deliver

streamlined services within current 

budgetary constraints.

n External pressures for change are leading

to new harvesting systems and the 

use of new technology in forestry. 

A Tasmanian Office of Post-Compulsory

Education and Training project involves

tracking the points where log damage

occurs to identify ways of increasing 

the share of timber being harvested for 

high added value uses. The project’s

recommended strategies focus on the

promotion of product care and its

inclusion in the existing licensing system.

n The defence support industry in the

Northern Territory is presented with 

the opportunity to meet the supply 

and maintenance needs of a rapidly

expanding Territory defence presence,

which in turn entails a huge challenge 

in building skills and capacity, especially

in manufacturing and logistics. The

Australian Industry Defence Network –

NT project is trialling innovative

approaches to dealing with skill gaps

and shortages across industry clusters.
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Project Sponsor Project manager Propeller Champion Linking / mediating

Swinburne Institute Swinburne University Swinburne (TAFE) Project manager Chair of Minifab (CRC Nil
of Technology of Technology, Business Unit start-up company)
microtechnology TAFE Division
and CRC project (Vic)

United Water United Water AITEC (educational Shared role Business manager, UWI and AITEC
water industry International (UWI) services consultant United Water supported this
innovation project (SA) firm) function

Riverina constructed TAFE Riverina Head teacher Temporary TAFE Nil Nil
wetlands industry National Environment teacher 
development project Centre
(NSW)

Thoroughbred racing Phase 1: Racing NSW Phase 1: Racing NSW Sub-contractors, including Phase 1: Racing NSW Yes – between  
industry project and Phase 2: At All Events Phase 2: At All Events At All Events Phase 2: Race Club potential workers,
Grafton and Wyong (a training consultant) Phase 2: At All Events CEOs employers and VET 
Race Clubs trackwork  system
rider pilot (NSW)

Logistics and Export SA Freight Council AITEC (educational Sub-contractor to AITEC and industry DFEEST (state
Assured Delivery export and its subsidiary, the services consultant firm) AITEC consultant training authority)
logistics project (SA) Cold Chain Centre

CSHISC  Community Services CSHISC, initially Area health service Area health Yes – CSHISC liaison
Forming skills and Health Industry shared with consultant manager service manager with RTOs
in a mental Skills Council
health ecosystem, 
Central Coast (NSW)

Defence support Australian Industry First NT Dept Business, NT Dept BERD AIDN – NT To be determined
industry skills Defence Network Economic and Regional
network project (NT) - NT Devt, later AIDN - NT

Forest industry Office of OPCET Forest Industries Forest Industries OPCET
product care Post-Compulsory Association of Association of
project (Tas) Education and Tasmania Tasmania

Training (Tas)

Aged care supply Community Services QCSHITC QCSHITC Uniting Health QCSHITC and
chain project (Qld) and Health Industry Care and Blue Care sub-contractor

Training Council (Qld)
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7.1 Project triggers 

The initial funding submissions indicate
that all projects began with a clear
articulation of issues that they felt were
undermining the current and future
viability of their business.

Projects commence with business
challenges such as labour or skill
shortages, or the need to improve the
quality of the service or product. In some
cases, they also have a specific positive
goal such as wanting to enter specific
markets (for example, LEAD), obtain
certain contracts (defence support), a
training challenge in an industry
undergoing change, or the wish to
maximise the benefits of new technology
(WIN and forestry). 

In two cases (the LEAD and forestry
projects), an interest in gaining
accreditation under or complying with
industry standards was an important
trigger. The LEAD project aims to obtain
Australian Logistics Association accreditation
for the supply chain that is the focus of
the project, while the forestry project is
driven in part by the requirements of 
the Tasmanian Forest Industry Log 
Supply Charter.

It appears that a range of managed and
serendipitous factors led project managers
to finding out about the skill ecosystem
funding. In some cases the sponsoring
body saw in the skill ecosystem project 
as a way to pursue previously identified

strategies. The aged care project, 
for example, emerged from the
recommendations of the Queensland
Community Services and Health Industry
Training Council’s skills formation strategy,
while the Swinburne project grew from
earlier work undertaken by the TAFE.

As the projects have progressed, more
organisations and individuals with an
interest in implementing a skill ecosystem
project have contacted NSW DET to seek
assistance with the approach and/or
funding. Regional organisations have
shown interest, as have industry-specific
organisations and networks. 

7.2 Project roles

The projects have been managed in a
variety of different ways and by different
types of organisations, including education
authorities, consultants, industry associations
and Industry Skills Councils or training
boards (see Table 2 on page 47). 

It is possible to identify the following
project roles and functions, some of 
which are universal:

n Sponsoring: taking formal responsibility
for the project, including negotiating the
funding agreement with NSW DET. 

n Project managing: coordinating the
projects, including arranging meetings,
reporting and project communications.
This is usually undertaken by the
sponsoring organisation, but can be
performed by a separate project

management firm (as in the two SA
projects). In cases where government
agencies initiate and manage projects
(eg, the NT defence support project), 
the industry partner may later take on 
the role as they develop greater comfort
with the project.

n Propelling: making the project happen.
This role is usually performed by the
project sponsor or its sub-contractor. 
But in other cases (eg, the mental health
services project), the industry partner
undertakes this role because the project
aligns with its own agenda. 

n Championing: leading the interpretation
of the project to industry and vice versa,
thereby lending industry authenticity to
the project. The role is crucial to the
diffusion and sustainability of the project,
and deserves specific consideration in
project planning and management. 

n Linking and mediating: this is the
industry-education provider-workforce
intermediary role often identified in
workforce development literature. The
role is not present in all projects, and 
in some cases (eg, the VET innovation
partnerships) is contrary to the aim of
increasing direct interaction between the
different sectors. The intermediary role
seems particularly crucial where the
network involves small firms which lack
experience with and understanding of
the VET system.

Table 2 How different roles are filled in skill ecosystem projects

7.0 How the projects are
implementing the skill
ecosystem approach



The research and consultation phase

In the initial stages, all the projects

undertook studies to add greater detail to

their understanding of the roles, concerns

and capabilities of stakeholders.

Understanding the components of skill

issues or problems is vital to understanding

how they can be resolved using a skill

ecosystem approach. These strategies also

helped to break down barriers between

groups (within and between different

organisations). Typical strategies during

this phase are: 

n research activities (eg, by means of a

survey, audit, interview, desk research 

or previous research, labour

market/industry data collection and

analysis)

n networking sessions where different

stakeholders present their perspectives.

In four of the nine projects (mental health

services, defence support network, aged

care, and racing, phase 1), research tasks

were outsourced partly or wholly to

consultants, though in the case of racing,

the consultants also undertook many of

the other project roles together with the

sponsoring organisation.

There was variation in how (if at all)

research evidence is made available to the

project network and the industry. Some

projects produce published reports. Others

simply incorporate findings into project

planning and (sometimes) progress reports,

and use them to guide later stages of 

the project, but do not document them 

in a form that can be circulated to others.

Commercial considerations can be a factor

in the distribution of information and

project findings. For example, in the LEAD

project, a protocol has been developed 

to restrict access to certain information 

to some parts of the supply chain.

This means that currently not all projects

produce explicit descriptions of the

evidence on which their interventions are

based: an issue which can affect replication

or extension of the interventions by others.

Developing a network

Project leaders emphasise the importance

of establishing common ground, developing

trust, establishing effective communication

practices, and establishing team cohesion

early in the life of the projects, as the

following quotes show:

n ‘The network of contacts developed

through the project and the linking of

these people and organisations through

the website and monthly newsletter 

for constructed wetlands has already

increased the visibility of the TAFE

National Environment Centre in the

industry, as well as serving the goal 

of promotion of constructed wetlands

technology and its potential uses and

benefits’ (Constructed Wetlands project,

final report).

n ‘The WIN project provided a mechanism

and reason for VET and the innovation

communities (private and public research)

to engage. With confidence to attend

(by recommendation from trusted

intermediaries), industry people and

researchers and VET people started to

find common ground (and interest) to

engage and explore how they could help

each other. We got lots of comments

like “I didn’t know that you did that”,

and it’s fair to say that we saw tangible

change in how each community saw 

the other’ (project leader, Water

Innovation Network).

This point was also made in research

conducted by ICVET (TAFE NSW) that 

was undertaken as a basis for developing

a professional learning strategy. A report

(to be published in 2006) notes:

‘A success factor common to all

demonstration projects was face-to-face

communication. Each project participant

stressed the importance of face-to-face

communication to assist the development

of trust, the building of partnerships and

the development of a shared vision – 

all aspects which were rated highly by

interviewees as important to the success 

of the project.’
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7.3 The skills and knowledge
required to implement skill
ecosystem projects

The NSW International Centre for

Vocational Education and Training (ICVET)

produced a snapshot of the roles 

and skills needed to implement skill

ecosystem projects. They identified 

the following qualities:

Skill ecosystem initiatives are
successful when the partners:

n Are knowledgeable about the industry –

external influences, customs and driving

forces. Understanding all these provides

greater opportunity for demand-side

innovation to occur, leading to greater

capacity building. Developing a mutual

understanding of workplace practices in

VET organisations and enterprises helps

identify shared goals and new

applications for products and services.

n Understand organisational entry points.

Organisational change and job redesign

cause people to move around and make

it difficult for external organisations 

to make meaningful connections with

people who can assist project initiatives.

Understanding large organisations

increases the speed with which

innovation can occur.

n Are good at information sharing. Adding

value to information by sharing it with

different people produces trust,

openness and cooperation. Sharing

information generates new ideas and

encourages innovation.

n Are good at working in multidisciplinary

teams. People from different disciplines

provide an opportunity for cross-

fertilisation of ideas, leading to greater

opportunities for innovation. As one

interviewee commented, ‘meeting all

these different people was inspiring,

motivating; altogether we knew a lot’.

n Are flexible – changing roles and

requirements. Expectations and ways 

of working change as the cluster grows.

To achieve early and ongoing success,

intermediaries need to be flexible to 

deal with unexpected developments.

n Are future oriented. Thinking about

future goals gives a longer-term

perspective, and hence promotes longer-

term outcomes. Innovative solutions for

both the supply and demand sides of

the initiative are likely to emerge.

n Engage a project facilitator or manager

with the required project management

skills. These are discussed at pages 22-23.

7.4 Project implementation

The pre-funding phase

The process of consultation and negotiation

towards developing an acceptable

submission helped the projects to clarify

and articulate the issues they wanted to

address, as well as to develop strategies

for implementation. In addition to the

preparation work the project networks

themselves undertook, NSW DET engaged

in a substantial period of negotiation

(often taking three to six months) over the

project plan, in many cases resulting in

substantial changes to the original project.

The effect of the learning process involved

in developing an acceptable submission

should not be underestimated.

The pre-funding negotiations have sought

to ensure a better fit between individual

demonstration projects and the skill

ecosystem framework. A balance has to

be struck between this objective and

ensuring that the sponsoring organisation

is not persuaded to adopt objectives that

they do not have the capacity to deliver.
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Trainers

Prize money

 Wagering $

Race Clubs

Owners

Racing skill ecosystem

Support Industries
Vet, Farrier, Feed, Transport

Labour Market Support
Vocational Education and Training

Business Enterprise Centres
Business Answers Agencies
Australian Taxation Office

Racing Administration
Raceday Staff
Raceclub Maintainance

Stablehands
Trackwork Riders
Jockeys

Racing NSW - Regulatory Body
Strategic Plan

Winning
Post

Figure 3 Racing project
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Developing knowledge about the 
skill ecosystem

After the initial stages, the project

members built on their knowledge and

experience by applying systems thinking 

to the problem or issue. They engaged 

in a process that involved learning more

about the dynamics of the industry and

conceptualising this by using systems

diagrams. Typically, a core group 

identified the chain of causes, effects 

and interdependencies, and created a

unified pattern (or system). Often this was

referred to as ‘mapping’ by the projects.

There are many precedents for the types

of diagrams that were produced. 

Both the initial project scoping and this

midway stage of planning provide a

deeper understanding of the dynamics of

the issues in order to determine solutions.

Below are examples of diagrams that were

produced by projects. 

Intervention strategies

Subsequently, the project members

proposed and implemented activities to

address their critical issues. All the projects

showed an awareness of the need 

to incorporate solutions to workforce

management and organisational issues, 

as well as skills development, as the

following lengthy quote demonstrates:

Figure 2  Swinburne project – sample of 2 models 
of CRC/VET engagement

Strong relationships

Weak relationships
Moderate relationships

IMST

A virtual CRC

Firms developing new technolo-
gies in three states with in-house 

training for existing staff

Short courses
for VET teachers

Short courses for industry

Modules embedded
in Vocational courses

as industry grows

Spin-off
Company with 

in-house training
by researchers

Spin-off
Company with 

in-house training
by researchers

Spin-off
Company with 

in-house training
by researchers

New
company

New
company

New
company

New
company

New
company

New
company

Unmet need for standardised training as industry expands unless vocational 
courses embedded at this point

Universities developing new 
technologies in three states

Prototyping Facility

(MiniFAB)

CRC

for Microtechnology

Industry

Government

Industry Networks

Innovation Agent as

facilitator
Department of Schools

Teachers and Students

Curriculum Development and 

Implementation
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‘This project has only recently begun [July

2005] … however, the learnings have

already been considerable. The most

significant change has been the realisation

that reform at the single organisation is

likely to be ineffective if the industry is not

concurrently engaged in sustainable

reforms that support individual employers.

For example, one employer identifies

training and skill formation as a key

component of their quality strategy. 

They invest heavily in their workforce

without a complementary strategy across

the industry. Their trained workers are

targeted by external organisations for

recruitment. Their investment is not fully

realised as the broader industry takes

advantage of this investment via recruiting

their trained staff. 

‘This scenario is not sustainable as a skill

formation or business development

approach … and has led to 

a changed pattern of collaboration … 

and the subsequent desire to engage 

with other employers and stakeholders

(including education and training

providers) to resolve the industries’ skill

shortage and job design requirements’

(aged care project leader, 25 July 2005).

There was a recognition that intervention

strategies should focus on demand and

supply-side influences on the use and

formation of skills, as indicated in the

diagram below. 

In practice, not all projects were successful

in implementing proposed strategies

(individual project reports on the skill

ecosystem website provide information

about this). Most project plans proved 

to be overambitious, with some projects

hitting ‘brick walls’ in relation to a key

aspect of the project which were difficult

to surmount in the time available. All

projects reported that the organisational

and relational benefits of undertaking the

projects were as significant as the tangible

outcomes, such as changed job roles,

redesigned courses, greater industry

commitment to training or increased

uptake of a new technology. 

Strategies which have been or are being

trialled are detailed in Section 7.5. At the

time this report was written, many are still

in the implementation phase.

Demand for skills at work

Technology - Forestry, WIN, constructed wetlands, Swinburne

Inter-firm relationships – Mental health, LEAD

Productivity and business strategy – Racing, Forestry

Job design and work organisation – Racing, aged care

Relationship with education providers – Constructed wetlands, WIN

Employee relations – Racing, mental health

Policy frameworks and settings - Forestry

Supply of skilled workers

Effectiveness of information flows in the labour market – Constructed wetlands

Family and community support for labour market participation – Racing

Education system’s capacity to provide

appropriate training – Swinburne, WIN, constructed wetlands

Location match between jobs and workers – Racing

Industry training effort - Racing, mental health

Figure 4 Strategy diagram

7.5 National project
management strategies

An active project management approach

has proved to be important in driving the

projects onwards and ensuring consistency

with the principles of a skill ecosystem

approach. NSW DET staff have helped 

in the project planning and key project

decisions, attending project planning

meetings, working on project documents,

researching options for projects to take,

and giving clear guidance as to which

strategies are consistent with a skill

ecosystem approach and which are not.

NSW DET’s experience with managing the

skill ecosystem national project to date 

has made use of the following strategies

aimed at supporting individual projects

and disseminating the lessons from 

their experience to the VET community:

n opportunities for mutual learning 

between projects, and between projects

and education and training authorities,

such as national meetings and 

online forums 

n producing tools and resources for current

and potential skill ecosystem project

networks that explain the approach and

describe example projects

n facilitation of the skill ecosystem

approach, and support for projects

through the provision of information.
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Project type Strategies and achievements

3. Quality improvement Projects of this type have shown the possibilities of aligning skill strategies to business improvement
strategies, specifically in relation to quality assurance and accreditation imperatives, and 
overcoming a lack of coordination in public services. 

Strategies include:

n promoting awareness about product quality through a supply chain

n building quality elements into industry licensing 

n creating a supply chain learning network that identifies skill issues as they emerge through 
a quality accreditation process

n institutional changes to support whole supply chain training on quality management 

n collaborative or integrated service delivery where services play different roles in servicing clients

n a staff exchange program between organisations that are part of a service network 

n strengthening relationships by building stronger industry networks. 

4. Skill and labour shortages Projects are exploring the complexities of skill and labour shortages in their industries and seeking
dual-focus (job-side and training-side) solutions. 

Strategies include:

n redesigning jobs (including job-sharing) to compensate for staff shortages in hard-to-fill areas 

n wider, more flexible recruitment strategies, including closer ties to recruitment agencies, and
broader advertising

n raising labour force participation through strategies targeting relatively low-participation groups,
especially Indigenous communities, and females for non-traditional job roles

n improving job quality and career opportunities to make jobs more attractive

n staff retention strategies involving more attractive working conditions, and showcasing companies
that have achieved ‘employer of choice’ status by offering better and more flexible conditions.

Reporting on project achievements is limited, as many projects have not yet been completed. However, a number of projects have achieved specific
business-related targets. For example, the racing project led to an increase in the number of horses on the track.

Table 3 Skill ecosystem project strategies
Project type Strategies and achievements

1. Reshaping work and labour markets These projects showed that there is potential to create new, more supportive workplace
arrangements to attract, retain and develop people in hard-to-fill occupational areas.

Strategies include:

n offering more secure and regularised forms of employment to formerly cash-in-hand contract
workers to promote skill formation and stability in the labour supply

n clarifying and standardising job roles, and linking customised training to revised job roles

n promoting the recognition of currently undervalued skills and encouraging further training 

n improving job satisfaction by job broadening

n identifying improved career pathways for entry level workers 

n reshaping the boundaries between non-professional workers and professional workers in areas 
of labour shortage.

2. VET as innovation partner These projects showed that there is scope for closer collaboration between the VET and applied
research sectors, with VET playing a role in product development and diffusion, and particularly 
in extending product prototyping into mass production. 

Strategies include:

n VET teacher placements in a Cooperative Research Centre (CRC)

n VET students undertake industry projects in a CRC

n joint CRC/VET seminars on emerging technology

n development of protocols for sharing resources between TAFE and university

n VET-industry investigation of levels of technology uptake among small enterprises

n VET teacher involvement in trialling prototypes of innovations

n new technology firms equip TAFE with latest technology and train their workers 
alongside other students at TAFE campus

n TAFE accreditation for informal training in emerging industry areas

n TAFE teacher participation in funded industry research projects

n new curricula for emerging industries

n TAFE collaboration on higher education/industry export education initiatives (eg, in SA, the ICE 
for water resource management).
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Evaluation design

The evaluation strategy chosen for the 

skill ecosystem project was formative.

Formative evaluation offers a good way 

to examine processes, which is important

for disseminating the essential features of

demonstration project experiences to allow

replication or modification for use in other

contexts. Formative evaluation also helps

to identify indicators for skill ecosystem

projects that would be consistent across

different contexts.

This choice of evaluation design was made

for several reasons. First, as noted earlier,

several projects were at an early stage

when the evaluation commenced, and

it would have been difficult to make

definitive judgements about their

outcomes. Secondly, we felt that the

relatively small amount of resources

available, and the small-scale nature of the

individual projects, suggested the choice

of an evaluation strategy that would help

NSW DET and others seeking to apply the

skill ecosystem approach in the future. 

Rather than seeking to judge the success

or otherwise of projects, the evaluation

sought to improve or develop the program

to achieve greater effectiveness in the

future. The skill ecosystem concept 

and strategies are in the process of

development, rather than being a fully

developed model of practice. It is not 

yet possible to review projects against

published national standards, as these are

not developed; nor could it be said that

the demonstration projects had a clearly

defined set of intended outcomes in

common. The projects are all quite

different from one another, which makes

it difficult to compare project outcomes. 

For these reasons, a pressing task was to

interpret what occurred in the context of

each project, and to use this information

to refine and develop the skill ecosystem

approach overall. 

In short, formative evaluation was selected

to assist us to understand what took place

in the skill ecosystem projects, and what

management strategies are needed to

facilitate this type of practice in the future. 

Evaluation questions

Initial evaluation questions were identified

by NSW DET in early 2005. These questions

were tested against consultation with

representatives of the audience for 

whom the evaluation was intended to 

be relevant, that is, key evaluation users

and stakeholders. 

This group comprises VET policymakers,

professionals and managers; VET

researchers; skill ecosystem project leaders

and participants; and funding bodies

(federal and State). Fifteen people were

interviewed in person between March and

May 2005, or in four cases responded 

to a short on-line survey. Skill ecosystem 

staff and/or Larraine Larri (consultant

researcher) conducted the interviews,

which were recorded and transcribed.

Stakeholders with a variety of relationships

to the project (for example, champions 

of the approach who were internal and

external to government; and those in

industry and government whom the

project was seeking to influence) were

invited to contribute.

This consultation led to the identification

of the following main evaluation issues

that stakeholders saw as important in

relation to skill ecosystem. (A number of

subsidiary questions, not reproduced here,

were also identified.)

n Review the use of the ‘skill ecosystem’

concept. Should the term be changed 

or retained? How should we shape our

message and marketing strategies?

n How did the projects implement 

the skill ecosystem approach? What

strategies worked and which ones

should people stop wasting time on?

What are success indicators for skill

ecosystem work?

n What were the roles of different project

partners in influencing a skill ecosystem?

Which parties need to be involved 

and why?
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Appendix B

Skill ecosystem demonstration projects
Short name Full title Focus Sponsor Contract signed Final report

Swinburne Swinburne Institute of VET links with research community Swinburne University July 2003 December 
project Technology (Vic) micro- (especially Cooperative Research of Technology, 2004

technology and CRC project Centres) to promote innovations. TAFE Division

WIN project United Water (SA) water  VET links with research community United Water July 2003 December 
industry innovation project and industry to support uptake International 2004

of new technology

Constructed Riverina (NSW) Constructed   VET’s role in promoting  Riverina TAFE February May 
wetlands project wetlands industry development of emerging National Environment 2004 2005

development project* constructed wetlands industry Centre

Racing project Racing NSW  The workplace drivers of Phase 1: Phase 1: Phase 1: 
(thoroughbred racing  and skill formation; using a Racing NSW 2003 March 2005
Grafton and Wyong (NSW) labour market intermediary
Race Clubs trackwork to promote sustainable Phase 2: Phase 2: Phase 2: 
rider pilot skill formation in the At All Events Jan 2005 September 

thoroughbred racing industry 2005

LEAD project Logistics and Export  Knowledge, skill and work SA Freight Council and January 2005 April 2006
Assured Delivery (SA)  process innovations across Cold Chain Centre
export logistics project a fruit and vegetable export 

supply chain

Mental health CSHISC (NSW) forming Knowledge, skill and Community Services February 2005 July 2006
services project skills in a mental health inter-organisational linkages and Health Industry 

ecosystem, Central Coast across a supply network of Skills Council
mental health services

Defence Defence support industry Skill formation to support Australian July 2005 July 2006
industry project skills network (NT) the development of an Industry Defence 

industry cluster Network – NT 

Forestry project Tasmanian forestry industry Product care in the context Office of Post- July 2005 June 2006
product care project (Tas) of changing work across a Compulsory 

decentralised supply chain Education and Training  
(Tasmanian Department 
of Education)

Aged care project Aged care supply chain Job design, career paths Community Services July 2005 July 2006
project (Qld) and skill formation across and Health Industry 

allied health services within Training Council (Qld)
the aged care industry 

* funded by BVET

Appendix A
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n How successful were the projects, or 

for continuing ones, how successful are

they so far (in their own terms, in terms

of the skill ecosystem approach and in

any other ways)?

n What is the scope for the sustainability

of the projects’ outcomes and the

approach generally? What level and

model of resourcing is needed for

program implementation?

n How useful is the skill ecosystem

framework to projects and to 

the VET system? Where is the 

approach applicable?

n In which areas are system changes

required to facilitate the adoption of

a skill ecosystem approach more widely?

Evaluation methodology

Kim Windsor was engaged to undertake

the subsequent stages of the evaluation. 

A participant-oriented and collaborative

methodology was used, in which project

participants had opportunities collectively

and individually to contribute to the

evaluation findings. Data collection was

based on three sources:

n skill ecosystem project documents,

including initial proposals, 

interim reports, final reports and 

project publications

n interviews and discussions with NSW

DET project managers

n a series of open-ended group interviews

with a range of project participants 

(one involving the two South Australian

projects, one group interview each with

the racing and mental health project,

and one involving the Tasmanian and

Queensland projects). Interviewees

included people in education authorities,

industry, RTOs, Industry Skills Councils

and regulatory body representatives.

Some 25 people were interviewed 

in total.

The discussion prompts for these

interviews were as follows:

n How do you describe skill ecosystems 

to stakeholders?

n What do you see as the strengths and

limitations of the ecosystem approach?

n What difference did the project make?

(For example, short, medium and 

long term).

n How has the project advanced the

capacity of the VET system?

n Engagement is a central theme for all

the projects. What strategies/processes

were most useful in attracting

engagement? What problems did 

you face?

n Which organisations played a key role in

developing and leading the project?

What roles do you see as important in

establishing and implementing an

ecosystem project? Which organisations

are best placed to fulfil these roles? 

Are there any conflicts of interests or

challenges that lead organisations need

to address?

n What tools or methods were most useful

for undertaking the ecosystem work?

n The pilot projects are intended to

provide models and lessons for future

projects. What do you see as the most

useful models/lessons coming out of

your experience?

n What support did you find most helpful?

Were there any other types of support

that would have been useful?

The sample of interview respondents was

influenced by the availability of personnel

(there were practical difficulties in drawing

together all key participants from completed

projects, or where there had been a

staffing change). The defence industry

project was at an early stage of

development and was not involved in

discussions about their own project 

for this reason. 

The draft evaluation findings were

discussed with the Evaluation Enquiry

Group (the stakeholder reference group),

and with project representatives. The draft

report was also circulated to each project

for their final feedback, which yielded

useful comments that were subsequently

incorporated into the final version of 

the report.
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Kaye Bowman 
(NCVER)

John Buchanan 
(Workplace Resource Centre, 

University of Sydney, formerly acirrt)

David Collins 
(NSW DET)

Rebecca Cross 
(DEST)

Noela Eddington 
(Qld DET)

Claire Field 
(NSW DET)

Anne Glover 
(NSW DSRD)

Geof Hawke 
(OVAL Research)

Di Lawson
(Community Services and Health ISC)

Bob Paton 
(Manufacturing ISC)

Gail Silman 
(AiG)

Phil Toner 
(University of Western Sydney)

Evaluation enquiry group members

The Skill Ecosystem national project is grateful to the following people, who were generous with their time and expertise in overseeing

the evaluation of the national project that has culminated in this report.
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